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Entering A'New Season
Bush vows continued fight on terror, Kerry calls for unity
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush won four more
years in the White House on
Wednesday and pledged to
"fight this war on terror with
every resource of our national
power." John Kerry conceded
defeat rather than challenge the
vote count in make-or-break
Ohio.
"I will need your support and
I will work to earn it," the president said in an appeal to the 55
million Americans who voted
for his Democratic rival. "We
are entering a season of hope,"
he said.
The president spoke before
thousands of cheering supporters less than an hour after his
vanquished opponent ended a
campaign that brought him
achingly close to victory. "We
cannot win this election," Kerry
said in an emotional farewell.
The re-election triumph gave
the president a new term to pursue the war in Iraq and a conservative, tax-cutting agenda at
home — and probably the
chance to name one or more justices to an aging Supreme Court.
He also will preside alongside expanded Republican
majorities in Congress. The
GOP gained four Senate seats
and bolstered its majority in the
House by at least two.
Vice President Dick Cheney
told the Republican victory rally
that the results of Tuesday's
elections translated into a mandate for the president's policies.
Bush sketcheil only the barest
outline of a second term agenda,
talking of reforming an "outdated tax code," overhauling Social
Security and upholding the
"deepest values of family and
faith."
The candidates' public
appearances signaled the end of
a campaign waged over the antiterror war and the economy.
Hours earlier, Ketry had telephoned Bush with a private concession. Aides to both men
stressed they had agreed on a
need to heal the nation after a
long and frequently bitter campaign.
Ohio's 20 electoral votes
gave Bush 274 in the Associated
Press count, four more than the
270 needed for victory. Kerry
had 252 electoral votes, with
Iowa (7) and New Mexico (5)
unsettled.

AP Photo

President Bush and first lady Laura Bush walk onto the stage at a victory rally Wednesday at the Ronald Reagan
Building and International Trade Center in Washington.
Bush was winning 51 percent
of the popular vote to 48 percent
for his rival. He led by more
than 3 million ballots.
Officials in both camps
described the telephone conversation between two campaign
warriors.
A Democratic source said
Bush called Kerry a worthy,
tough and honorable opponent.
Kerry told Bush the country was
too divided, and Bush agreed,
the source said.
Yet Kerry's public remarks
contained an element of challenge to the Republican president. "America is in need of
unity and longing for a larger
measure of compassion," he
said."I hope President Bush will

advance those values in the
corning years."
Kerry placed his call after
weighing unattractive options
overnight. With Bush holding
fast to a six-figure lead in Ohio,
Kerry could give up or trigger a
struggle that would have stirred
memories of the bitter recount in
Florida that propelled Bush to
the White House in 2000.
The day's events provided
the last measure of drama in a
campaign full of it. While Bush
remains in the White House,
Kerry returns to the Senate, part
of a shrunken Democratic
minority.
Running mate John Edwards,
who gave up his North Carolina
Senate seat rather than seek a

new term, instantly becomes a
leading contender for the party's
presidential nomination in 2008.
Kerry conceded hours after
White House chief of staff Andy
Card declared Bush the winner
and White House aides said the
president was giving Kerry time
to consider his next step.
One senior Democrat familiar with the discussions in
Boston said Edwards had suggested they shouldn't concede.
Advisers said the campaign
wanted one last look for
uncounted ballots that might
close the 136,000-vote advantage Bush held in Ohio.
An Associated Press survey
of the state's 88 counties found
there were about 150,000

uncounted provisional ballots
and an unspecified number of
absentee votes still to be counted.
Ohio aside, New Mexico and
Iowa remained too close to call
in a race for the White House
framed by a worldwide war
against terror and economic
worries at home.
But those two states were for
the record — Ohio alone had the
electoral votes to swing the election to the man in the White
House or his Democratic challenger. A GOP legal and political
team was dispatched overnight
to Ohio in case Kerry made a
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Senate
led by
Ky.,
Tenn.
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API The
Senate's top leaders predicted
Wednesday that they would
have an easier time getting
priz,ed legislation passed now
that Republicans have a more
comfortable majority in that
Chamber.
Tuesday's election
left
Republicans
55
with
Senate seats,
an improvement over
their current
51-48 margin, with one
Democratic leanin g
independent. McConnell
"Last
night was a
monumental
victory for
the United
States
Senate."
Majority
Leader Bill
Frist said,
adding that it
would
Frist
"allow us to
move America forward in was
that had not been posible o‘er
the last two years.The Tennessee Republican
cited numerous legislatix e goals
he hoped to accomplish in the
next session of Congress. which
begins in January.
He said those goals include
passing energy legislation. simplifying the tax code. reforming
education and health care and
making changes to Social
Security that could include privatization in the form of personal savings accounts.
7That's called a wish list."
said Norm Ornstein. an analyst
with the American . Enterprise
Institute, a Washington think
tank. Ornstein said it's unclear
Republicans have the otes tO
secure all the items Frist cited,
even with the gains.

•See Page 2

Pharmacist free on $10,000 bond

Photo provided

Allen Williams, owner of Williams Landscaping & Lawn Maintenance, Inc., paddles
around near the parking lot of Wesley of Murray Tuesday. Williams was trying to
clear a water drain that flooded the area following heavy rain Monday evening.

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A former Murray-Calloway
County Hospital pharmacist
turned herself into the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
Tuesday morning after being
indicted for allegedly stealing
more than $80,000 from the
Medical Arts Pharmacy.
Annette Owen. 48, was
arrested
at
10:15
a.m.
Wednesday after she came to the
sheriff's department_with her
attorney, Sid Easley, and her
Dennis
husband.
Deputy
McDaniel said she was taken
into custody and processed at
the department. She was not
booked in the Calloway County
jail, a jail spokeswoman said
Wednesday.

Earlier in the day, Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust reduced
Owen's $100,000 bond to
$10,000, a court spokeswoman
said. She posted the bond with a
cashier's check at the court
clerk's office at 11:44 a.m.,
according to the bond receipt.
Foust issued an arrest warrant
for Owen on Friday, a day after
the grand jury indicted her on 26
felony counts of theft by unlawful taking more than $300. She
is scheduled to be arraigned in
circuit court Nov. 22.
The indictment outlines the
26 counts, which took place
from February to August 2001
and from January 2003 to July
The
thefts
total
2004.
$88,795.29.
Owen, who had worked at

the hospital for 15 years. \A as
fired July 6 after she admited
taking $25.000 from the
Medical Arts Pharmacy.. A
Murray Police Department
detective interviewed her that
day after being contacted hy
hospital officials.
Owen repaid the $25.000
July 8. No charges were filed.
The hospital audited sex era!
years' worth of financial records
and receipts from the pharmacy.
trying to determine the amount
of money missing and the time
frame. The audit showed a discrepancy between the $2.5.(XX)
she admitted to taking and the
money actually missing.
Jon
Hospital
CEO
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'60 Minutes' featured injured 438th solider
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A former Kentucky National
Guard soldier said he was badly
beaten during a training exercise
with
other
soldiers
at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. early
last year.
"My face was down and, of
course, they're pushing it down
against the floor and someone's
holding me by the throat," Sean
Baker told CBS' "60 Minutes"
for
a
story
broadcast
Wednesday.
Baker was a member of the
438th Military Police Company,
based in Murray. before his
medical discharge from the military earlier this year.
He was ordered to wear an
orange jumpsuit for the January

2003 exercise. The garment was
similar to those worn by foreign
combatant detainees held at the
prison.
Baker's superior, 2nd Lt.
Shawn Locke, told Baker to
wear the jumpsuit hut told other
soldiers before the exercise that
the detainee tBaker) had not
responded to pepper spray. CBS
reported. Locke declined to be
interviewed.
Baker said he was manhandled e% en after he gave the code
sAord "red," a distress signal.
-The individual then, when 1
picked up my head and said
'red,' slammed my head down
against the floor," Baker told
CBS.
Four of the soldiers involved

in the incident said in sworn
statements to Army investigators that they thought they were
engaged with an actual detainee,
according to CBS.
Baker said the soldiers
stopped after he said he was a
U.S. soldier.
Baker, 37, was diagnosed
with traumatic brain injuries
after the incident. He told CBS
he has 10 to 12 seizures a day.
The Army declined to comment on the incident to CBS. In
a statement, the Army said training procedures have changed
and no U.S. soldiers have been
injured since Baker.
The Army is investigating the
incident.

III Pharmacist ...
From Front
O'Shaughnessy and MCCH
attorney Chip Adams turned
over the audit information to

Commonwealth Attorney Gale
Cook for the criminal investigation.
O'Shaughnessy
testified
when the grand jury met Oct. 28,

according to Owen's indictment.
One count of felony theft by
unlawful taking is punishable by
one to five years in jail.

to be more conciliatory when it
comes to supporting bills
backed by the majority party.
But McConnell conceded that
the Republican margin was not
enough .to push every piece of
GOP-backed legislation through
the Senate.
"Fifty-five is better than 51,
but it's not 60," said McConnell,
of Kentucky.
It takes 60 votes to end a filibuster, a parliamentary tactic
that blocks the Senate from voting on an issue.
Frist said Tuesday's election
indicated voters were tired of
seeing legislation blocked
through such tactics. He pointed
to the South Dakota Senate race
in which Democratic leader Tom
by
Daschle
was ousted
Republican challenger John
Thune.
"John Thune won that race,
running against the obstruction
that had been manifested by the
Democratic leadership, and his
success to me demonstrates the
importance of working together
across the aisle in a much more
civil environment," Foist said.
McConnell said Senate leaders would work closely with
President Bush in forming the
agenda for the new session of
Congress, which begins in
January. McConnell and Frist
said Americans could expect to
see bold initiatives.

"This is a big-issue president.
He's not interested in doing trivial things," McConnell said.
McConnell was chosen as
whip by Republicans two years
ago. Frist was elevated to majority leader shortly afterward,
when then-leader Trent Lou of
Mississippi was deposed after
making what many considered
racially insensitive comments.
Since taking up the leadership post, Frist has succeeded in
passing legislation to overhaul
Medicare and give seniors prescription drug coverage but has
failed to muscle through measures such as an energy bill and a
constitutional amendment banning gay marriage.
While Frist said Wednesday
he was excited about legislating
with a bigger GOP majority, he
reiterated he has no plans to
reverse a pledge to leave the
Senate in two years when his
second term ends.
He won't say what he will do
next, but he is widely thought to
be considering a run for president in 2008. McConnell is
expected to become Senate
majority leader when Frist steps
down.
Tuesday's victories included
wins in competitive races in
Georgia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Louisiana —
where the GOP won its first seat
since Reconstruction.

III Senate ...
From Front
Senate Majority Whip Mitch
McConnell, Rises deputy, said
he hopes a less evenly divided
Senate will prompt Democrats
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. I would like to thank the people of Calloway and
rigg Counties for giving me the opportunity to
serve as your state representative for the last six
years. I am proud of what we have accomplished.
I would also like to thank my supporters for their
hard work and encouragement. Your efforts kept
me going during the campaign, and I will always
remember you.

- Faddy Euria49440t
• •

•

•Season ...
From Front
fight of it.
Republicans already were
celebrating election gains in
Congress. They picked up four
seats in the Senate, and they
drove Democratic leader Tom
Daschle from office.
That will be the state of play
on Capitol Hill for the next two
years, with the chance of a
Supreme Court nomination fight
looming along with legislative
battles.
Republicans also reinforced
their majority in the House.
Glitches galore cropped Up in
overwhelmed polling places as
Americans voted in high numbers, fired up by unprecedented
registration drives, the excruciatingly close contest and the
sense that these were unusually
consequential times.
"The mood of the voter in
this election is different than any
AP PtiJio
electi
I've ever seen," said
Teresa
Heinz
embraces
his
wife
John
Kerry,
0-Mass.,
Sen.
Sang on County, Ill., clerk
Faneuil
concession
speech
at
after
delivering
his
Kerry
Jpsph Aiello. 'There's more
passion. They seem to be very Hall in Boston Wednesday.
emotional. They're asking lots
lion's only turnover.
of questions, double-checking more than go one state better
Gore
four
years
ago:
In Ohio, Kerry won among
than
Al
things."
The country exposed its rifts redistricting since then had left young adults, but lost.in every,
on matters of great import in those 2000 Democratic prizes other age group. One-fourth of
Tuesday's voting. Exit polls 10 electoral votes short of the Ohio voters identified themfound the electorate split down ,total needed to win the presiden- selves as born-again Christians
and they backed Bush by a 3-tothe middle or very close to it on cy.
Florida fell to Bush again, 1 margin.
whether the nation is moving in
A sideline issue in the nationthe right direction,on what to do close but no argument about it.
Bush's relentless effort to al presidential campaign, gay
in Iraq, on whom they trust with
wrest Pennsylvania from the civil unions may have been a
their security.
Bush built a solid foundation Democratic column fell short. sleeper that hurt Kerry — whti
by hanging on to almost all the He had visited the state 44 strongly supports that right —
battleground states he got last times, more than any other. Ohio and elsewhere. Ohioam
picked
up
New expanded their law banning gai
time. Facing the cruel arithmetic Kerry
Hampshire
in
perhaps
the
marriage, already considered thi
elecof attrition, Kerry needed to do
toughest in the country, with ad
even broader constitutional
amendment against civil unions.
In all, voters in 11 states
approved constitutional amendments limiting marriage to one
man and one woman.
In Florida, Kerry again won
only among voters under age 30:
Kentucky Nut Corporation • Best Wild Shelled Halves & Pieces
Six in 10 voters said Florida's
Box 150, Hickman, Ky.42050 •"Munchin- Pecans...Roasted/Salted
economy was in good shape,
• Custom Cracking Of Your In Shell
Phone (270) 236-2662
and they voted heavily for Bush.
• New Chocolate Pecans and Almond,
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Voters also gave the edge to
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-mail: ky nut@apex.net
Bush's handling of terrorism. 4
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AP Photo

President Bush receives a phone call in the Oval Office of the White House, Wednesday
from Democratic presidential candidate Sen. John Kerry, 0-Mass., as he concedes the
elections.
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Rural votes were key for Bush

PoliceSherffinrologs
Murray Police Department
• The department's activity for October included 4,278 calls for service and 90 automobile collision investigations. Officers also opened
170 criminal cases and made 52 misdemeanor arrests and 12 felony
arrests. Seventeen people were arrested for driving under the influence.
• An overturned semi-truck was reported at 6:17 a.m. Tuesday as an
injury accident on U.S. 641 North near Kim's Daycare.
• Someone came into the station to report a burglary at 9:11 a.m.
Tuesday.
• A fire alarm sounded at Murray Middle School at 10:46 a.m.
Tuesday. Murray Fire Department responded.
• A light fixture was sparking and smoking at Murray State's Lowery
Center at 11:32 a.m. Tuesday.
• A white male was reported causing a disturbance at University
Church of Christ at 12:18 p.m. Tuesday.
• A four-wheeler was in the street in the Doran and Monroe area at
12:40 p.m. Tuesday.
• A house fire was reported at 5:53 p.m. Tuesday at 108 Spruce St.
•An unoccupied vehicle was involved in a non-injury accident at 3:30
a.m. Wednesday at 1107 Sycamore St. A utility pole broke in half and
officers notified Murray Electnc System and BellSouth.
• A stolen vehicle was reported at 10:35 a.m. Wednesday at 410 S.
Fourth St.
• A burglary was reported at 11:09 a.m. Wednesday at 2222
Cardwood Way.
• Russell Hunt, 40, of Murray, was arrested for first-degree trafficking
a controlled substance and first-degree persistent felony offender.
•A burglary was reported at 23 Welch Drive at 2:44 p.m. Wednesday.
• A hit-and-run accident waws reproted at 5:04 p.m. Wednesday at
Embassy Apartments.
•A fight was reported in progress at the Log Cabin restaurant at 6:06
p.m. Wednesday.
• A subject was reported tampering with anhydrous ammonia tanks
at Royster Clark on Industrial Road at 9:03 p.m. Wednesday. The
subject fled on foot into the woods. When officers responded to that
incident, they arrested Michael Wolf, 39. of Springville, Tenn., who
was driving in the area. He was charged with first-degree possession
of a controlled substance (methamphetamine), second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia and driving on a suspended license.
• An assault was reported at Murray High at 1134 p.m. The victim
was taken to the emergency room.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Water was reported over Ky. 121 North at West Fork Church in
Stella at 7:05 a.m. Tuesday. The state highway department was notified.
• Water was reported over Squire Holland Road by Wiggins Furniture
at 8:30 a.m Tuesday. The county road department was notified.
• Several mailboxes were vandalized Monday night on Palmer Road
in Kirksey. according to a report at 836 a.m. Tuesday.
• A caller from Trigg County Sheriff's Department reported a structure
fire on Cross Spann Road at 1137 a.m. Tuesday. The fire was at the
Royster Clark building with fertilizer in it Calloway County Fire and
Rescue and EMS were notified.
• A caller reported at 4:15 p.m. Tuesday that his wife slide off
Rosebud Road and into a ditch They moved the vehicle and were en
route to the emergency room.

Kentucky State Police
• Post One reported the following activity for October. Troopers
opened 179 criminal cases, made 130 criminal arrests, investigated
99 collisions and received 677 calls for service_ Fatalities accounted
tor six of the accidents and there were 52 driving under the influence
arrests.
Post One covers 11 counties — Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall, McCracken and Trigg.
As of Oct. 31. there have been 46 people killed in collisions in the
area, Of those, 23 were not wearing their seat belts, one was a
pedestrian and six were riding motorcycles. During the same time
last year, 52 people were killed in collisions. Statewide this year, 786
people have been killed, compared to 789 in 2003.

Calloway County Fire and Rescue
• The annual CCFR fund-raising mailer is being sent out this week_
The rescue portion of the volunteer department operations on donations only. CCFR volunteers wanted the public to know they do not
solicit by phone as part of the fund-raiser.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.
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MIAMI (AP) — President
Bush's victory in the Sunshine
State provided ample breathing
room compared to 20(X), helped
by triumphs in key central
Florida counties, a solid grip on
rural areas and a' more votes
among women.
-We beat them by margins
that we never thought possible,"
said former state GOP chairman
Al Cardenas, a co-chair of the
Bush campaign in Florida.
Bush captured about 52 percent of the vote compared with
Kerry's 47 percent, defeating
him by about 375,000 votes.
An Associated Press exit poll
found voters ranked Bush's key
issues of terrorism and moral
values as their top concerns.
Voters between the ages of 45 to
59, who comprised about a third
of all voters, backed the president with considerable force in a
decisive win.
It was a marked turnaround
from 2000, when Bush eked out
a controversial 537-vote win
against Democrat Al Gore in a
race that wasn't decided until a
Supreme Court ruling halted a
36-day recount.
In central Florida, rich with
unaligned and independent voters, Bush carried several counties won by Gore — Hernando,
Pasco and Osceola — While
reducing the Democrats' winning margins in Volusia and
Pinellas counties. For the second
straight election, the president
carried Hillsborough County in
the Tampa Bay area, the nexus
of intense political advertising.
Gov. Jeb Bush, the presi-.
dent's brother, said he kept his
eyes fixed on voters in Pasco
and Orange counties and was
heartened when the returns
appeared to be favorable during
the night.
"When we were up by a significant amount in Pasco, I did
call my brother and I told him
'This is much better than what
our projections were for a narrow victory — you're going to
win," Bush said.
Bush beat Kerry 54 percent
to 44 percent in central Florida,
where both campaigns heavily
courted the region's mass of
swing voters, the exit poll
found. Bush also had an edge
with Florida's Hispanics, a
growing presence in the area.
Hispanics supported Kerry more
on the national level and were
split between Bush and Gore in
2000 in the state.
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AP Photo

President Bush shakes hands during a stop in Ohio on Election Day.
That put a big dent in Kerry's
Bush's strength along the In Santa Rosa County, for
Interstate 4 corridor was due in instance, Bush defeated Kerry numbers because women make
part to issues — terrorism and by more than 3-to-I amid high up 54 percent of the state's electorate.
moral values were the top con- voter turnout.
Former U.S. Rep. Tillie
State Sen. Rod Smith, Dcerns of about half the voters in
the area, home to more than a Alachua, said Bush's faith-based Fowler, R-Jacksonville. said
third of the 1.5 million new vot- message was an asset in his area Bush's message on terrorism
ers who registered since 2000. and many registered Democrats and national security appealed
Bush won overwhelmingly on in his north Florida district to many women, but also noted
appeared to vote on cultural that a growing number of small
those two issues.
Among voters age 45 to 59, issues instead of along party business owners are women
seeking lower tax rates.
Bush trounced Kerry 57 percent lines.
"Some of the tVpical issues
He was surprised by the
to 42 percent, a group which
split evenly between Bush and activism of Protestant churches that played better for the
Gore. Terrorism and moral val- that focused attention on gun Democrats in the past. the presiues were the top issues for about ownership, gay rights, abortion dent did a good job of deflating
and "some of the value issues those issues," Fowler said.
half of that age group.
With
unofficial turnout
Kerry7s strong areas of Iraq for which the Democrats have
and the economy and jobs were allowed themselves to get slightly higher than the 70 percent outpouring in 2000.
only chosen by about a third of tagged."
One of Kerry's biggest prob- Republicans also cranked out an
voters as the most important
get-out-the-sote
issues, according to polls of lems was that he didn't appeal to impressive
2,862 voters conducted for the women voters as much as Gore operation.
During the final 72 hours.
AP and television networks by did in 2000, the exit poll found.
Edison Media Research and Gore had an advantage of 8 per- more than 100,000 volunteers
centage points over Bush among contacted about 3 million soters
Mitofsky International.
The survey included 376 women; Kerry and Bush were to encourage their participation.
absentee voters interviewed by ahout even
telephone during the past week.
Their responses were weighted
to represent 27 percent of the
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)
total sample — their estimated
proportion of the state's electorate. Results were subject to
sampling error of plus or minus
,
eComprehetsive Exams for Glasses &(iiii.io I tIbt
3 percentage points, higher for
subgroups.
'Treatment of Er Infecti4ms
In some of the state's rural
*Large Selection of DesignerFrame' and Sunglasses
counties in north Florida, Bush
'Moat Insurance 4ceepted
expanded his amount of support
in areas near Jacksonville and
"Quality Eyerarc fior the Entire Fainilt.Dr. Douglas W.Payne
west into the Florida Panhandle.
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end to U.S. military involvement has been stalled by at
least two problems Bush did
not anticipate when he
launched the March 2003 invasion of Iraq: A creative, shadowy and tenacious insurgency,
and setbacks in building a reliable Iraqi security force.
Those two issues have
important military dimensions.
But they cannot be overcome
by the use of force alone, says
Army Maj. Gen. Barbara Fast,
who was intelligence chief for
the U.S. military command in
Baghdad during an earlier
phase of the war. She says more
economic, political and information efforts are needed to
complement the role of U.S.
and coalition troops..
Fast and other senior officers
have said the United States and
its coalition partners must communicate more clearly to ordinary Iraqis that they must stand
up to the insurgents, take
responsibility for rebuilding
their own country and realize
the United States cannot do it
for them.
"It's as much about perception as it is about (military)
wins and losses on the ground,"
Fast told a recent Army conference.
In a similar vein, O'Hanlon
of the Brookings Institution
said: "Either one — Bush or
Kerry — despite all this campaign talk about staying the
course would have had to recognize pretty soon that our
presence in Iraq is part of the
problem. It's necessary, but it's
also part of the problem.
Therefore a strategy to get out
is actually useful, and it's not a
sign of weakness."
Meanwhile, the administration has received far fewer contributions of troops and other
forms of assistance than it
wanted from European allies
like France and Germany that
opposed the invasion, and it is
unlikely to do much better in
the future, given the latest
developments.
Hungary on Wednesday set a
firm limit of getting its 300
troops out of Iraq by March 31.
The interim Iraqi government
had asked Hungary a few
weeks ago to keep its troops
there for about another year.
German Interior Minister
Otto Schily, meanwhile, suggested Wednesday that past
friction might be put aside."We
had differences over Iraq but
we're not looking back now —
we're looking to the future," he
said.
However, German officials
made clear they still would
send no troops to Iraq.
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New questions
for president
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— It
could be a tough next four
years in Iraq for President
Bush, depending in part on the
outcome of a planned U.S.
attack on the insurgents' stronghold at Fallujah. Will a renewed
U.S. offensive break the back
of the insurgency?
Hungary s announcement
Wednesday that it won't keep
its troops in Iraq beyond next
March underscores another
uncertainty: Whether international support for the war, military or otherwise, will grow or
shrink.
The answers to those questions will go a long way in
determining when the Bush
administration might be able to
substantiall.v reduce the number
of U.S. troops in Iraq — and
foresee an end to its huge financial investment — without risking Iraq's collapse into civil
war.
"This is a George Bush project. and it's going to stay that
way," said Michael O'Hanlon, a
military analyst at the
Brookings Institution. He expects little new help from
other nations, and thinks Bush
will soon begin talking more
openly about an Iraq exit strategy.
In his victory speech
Wednesday, Bush mentioned
bringing the troops home.
We II help the emerging
democracies of Iraq and
Afghanistan so they can grow
in strength and defend their
freedom, and then our service
men and women will come
home with the honor they have
earned," the president said.
Bush said throughout the
election campaign that if given
second term he intended to
remain on the same course in
Iraq. hoping to stabilize the
country despite a U.S. death
toll that already exceeds 1,100
and has averaged two American
deaths every day since an interim Iraqi government was
installed in late June.
The United States has about
142.000 troops in Iraq now,
roughly the same as one year
ago.
The Pentagon recently raised
the possibility of reducing that
number after Iraq holds its first
elections in January. assuming
the Pentagon can increase the
ranks of U.S.-trained Iraqi
troops.
A fresh contingent of U.S.
forces will enter Iraq over the
coming few months, replacing
troops who are completing their
one-year tours. In a reminder of
the unexpected duration of this
war and the strain it has placed
on the military, the Army's 3rd
Infantry Division, which fought
the opening stages of the war in
2003, is going back for a second tour.
Getting within sight of an
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Lots of people counting
down to next election
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The day that dropped the curtain on the 2004 presidential
race raised one for the 2008
contest, with Sens. Hillary
Rodham
Clinton and
John Edwards
jockeying for
advantage
among
Democrats
and Senate
Majority
Leader Bill
Frist the first
on the stage Washington
Today
for
Republicans. By Tom Raum
Associated
It's only
Press Writer
four more
years to go —
minus a day.
Who's counting? Lots of folks.
"You can be disappointed,
but you cannot walk away. This
fight has just begun," Edwards
told Democratic loyalists in
Boston in a concession speech
that also could qualify as the
leadoff stump speech of the
next presidential campaign.
The Democratic decks are
cleared with John Kerry's
defeat, and Edwards and
Clinton start off as early
favorites within their party for
2008. Not that they — or Kerry
— are talking about any plans
so soon.
Since Bush cannot run again,

the race is wide open on the
Republican side as well, even
more so than it would- normally
be. Usually the outgoing incumbent's vice president is the
automatic favorite for the nomination. For instance,
Democratic Vice Presidents
Walter Mondale in 1984 and Al
Gore in 2000, Republican Vice
President George H.W. Bush in
1988.
But Vice President Dick
Cheney, who is 63 and has a
history of heart dise_ase, has
ruled out a run on his own for
president.
That leaves a potentially
crowded field — including
Sens. Frist of Tennessee, John
McCain of Arizona, George
Allen of Virginia, Rick
Santorum of Pennsylvania and
Chuck Hagel of Nebraska, former New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani, New York Gov.
George Pataki and
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney — with no early
favorite.
Frist wasted no time in putting himself into play, beginning a "victory tour" of the
South on Wednesday that
included stops in Florida,
Georgia, North Carolina and
South Carolina with victorious
GOP Senate candidates.
"Last night was a monumental victory" for the GOP-led
Senate, Frist said. Wins includ-

ed a five-state sweep of the
South and the defeat of Senate
Democratic Leader Tom
Daschle in South Dakota.
Frist's expanded GOP majority
gives him a high-profile platform at least for the next two
years. Frist said he will stick
with a pledge to resign from the
chamber when his second term
is up in 2006.
Clinton, who would have
been sidelined in 2008 with a
Kerry-Edwards victory, is now
front and center among wouldbe Democratic contenders. And
her supporters were busy getting her name in circulation.
The former first lady has
plenty of name recognition and
a wide following. But some
analysts suggest she could meet
the same fate as Kerry as a lib- .
eral senator from a
Northeastern state, despite the
years she spent in Arkansas.
"She's already known. The
public is already polarized
around her," said political analyst Stuart Rothenberg.
Doug Schoen, who served as
former President Bill Clinton's
presidential pollster, said it was
too early "to talk personalities.
The party's got to get repositioned first. It has to get back to
the center with an aggressive
assertion of traditional values."
Edwards might seem to have
an advantage, being from the

South. He drew high likability
ratings on the campaign trail,
both during the Democratic primaries and as Kerry's running
mate. But his liabilities include
a lack of political and foreign
policy experience. And his decision not to seek re-election this
year will make it hard for him
to stay in the spotlight.
A trial lawyer, Edwards
urged Kerry on Wednesday not
to concede so quickly, but to
make sure all options were
explored.
Other Democrats who might
run for the nomination in 2008
include Kerry himself, Sen.
Evan Bayh of Indiana and
Goys. Rod Blagojevich of
Illinois and Tom Vilsack of
Iowa. And, up and coming, the
party's rising star, Barack
Obama, of Illinois, who will hc
the only black member of the
Senate when he is sworn in
January.
"There is an abundance of
people" willing and eager to
run, said Ross Baker. a political
scientist at Rutgers University.
And Baker said a campaign
like the past one — long, bitter
and costly — may be becoming
the norm in American politics.
"It's like the Iditarod. It's this
long race. You're exhausted and
the dogs die," Baker said.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
As my tenure in the State Senate winds down, I want to take
this opportunity to thank you for your friendship and support during these past several years.
I have had the great honor of representing the 1st Senatorial
District and holding a position in Senate leadership as we worked
together on issues of real importance to Western Kentucky and the
Commonwealth as a whole. It is truly humbling to be elected twice
to represent my family, friends, neighbors and the 112,000 people
of this Senate District as their voice in Frankfort.
During my tenure, my goal was to always work hard, to make a
difference, and to do my job honorably, honestly and with integrity. My focus was improving educational opportunities, healthcare,
economic development and the overall quality of life in our region.
I am proud of what we have been able to accomplish together.
Since 1991. I have held both appointed and elected positions in
our state government, balancing my Professional career and family
life. I am thankful to My wife, Karen, and my two children, who
have allowed me to serve and to be away from home for many
weeks and months while performing my elected duties. In the
months and years to come. I look forward to my most important
duties as a father and husband and catching up on missed ballgames, plays and recitals, church activities and school functions.
We have much work to do in our region and state, and I am
eager to continue my public service in other capacities and roles. I
look forward to continuing the progress we have made in education. healthcare. economic development and in many other areas of
importance to Western Kentucky and the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Finally. I want to again express my deepest appreciation for the
opportunity to serve the citizens of Graves, Calloway, Lyon, Trigg.
Carlisle. Hickman and Fulton counties and for those special people
who have helped me with my elections and in my position as your
Stale Senator.
Sincerely.
Sen. Bob Jackson
Democratic Whip
Murray. Ky.
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U.S.jets hit Fallujah
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD. Iraq I AP)-U.S.
jets pounded parts of Fallujah

AP photo

A street vendor sells a newspaper that carries on the front page a photo of US President
George W. Bush, today in Bucharest Romania.

Europe lets bygones be bygones,
seeks new beginning with Bush
By The Associated Press
PARIS (AP) - European
There is a major and lasting lack of
allies alienated by President
understanding between the American
Bush's first four years in power
offered Wednesday to let bygones people and the rest of the world, in both direcbe bygones, saying they want to
work with the new administration tions. Almost all nations, with perhaps three
and seeking, right from Day 1, to
or four exceptions, wanted change.
get the new White House to listen
more to overseas opinion.
- Hubert Vedrine
French President Jacques
Chirac, in a congratulatory letter,
Former French foreign minister
said he hoped Bush's second term
French foreign minister. "Almost
"will be the occasion for strength- be mastered together." Another critic of the Iraq war, all nations, with perhaps three or
ening the French-American
Spanish Prime Minister Jose Luis four exceptions, wanted change."
friendship."
Others worried that Bush,
"We will be unable to find sat- Rodriguez Zapatem said his govby a bigger win than
strengthened
of
relationship
"a
wants
ernment
isfying responses to the numerous
challenges that confront us today efficient, constructive coopera- in 2000 and backed by a
without a close trans-Atlantic tion with the U.S. government Republican Congress. would turn
partnership." wrote Chirac. He and with President Bush, respect- a deaf ear to world concerns.
"Europe will continue to critiaddressed the letter to -Dear ing the ideas of each side."
angered cize Bush the same way as earliwho
Zapatero.
George."
German Chancellor Gerhard Washington by withdrawing er." said Swedish Prime Minister
Schroeder, who also clashed with Spanish troops from Iraq, stayed Goeran Persson. -But I do not
Bush over Iraq, wrote the presi- up most of the night to watch as believe that he will be more willdent a congratulatory letter Republican red crept across the ing to listen."
Bush allies in the war on terror
expressing "great expectations" U.S. electoral map. Election interest in Europe was intense, as was took comfort in continuity.
for renewed cooperation.
"From our point of view, the
"The world stands before great the disappointment many felt over
challenges at the beginning of Bush's victory. Some saw it as Bush administration is a known
your second term: international proof that Europe and the United quantity," said Australian Foreign
Minister Alexander Downer.
terrorism, the danger of weapons States are further apart than ever.
-There is a major and lasting "We've had a very good relationof mass destruction, regional
crises-but also poverty, climate lack of understanding between ship with them for the last four
change and epidemics threaten our the American people and the rest years and I'm sure well be able
security and stability," Schroeder of the world, in both directions," to keep building on that over the
wrote. -These challenges can only said Hubert Vedrine. a former next four."

d

today, targeting insurgents in a
city where American forces were
said to be gearing up for a major
offensive.
Al-Jazeera television broadcast
a threat by an unspecified armed
group to strike oil installations
and government buildings if
Americans launch an all-out
assault on Fallujah. The report
was accompanied by a videotape
showing about 20 armed men
brandishing various weapons
including a truck-mounted
machine gun.
a
kidnapped
Gunmen
Lebanese-American businessman - the second U.S. citizen
seized this week in Baghdad Wednesday
videotape
and
showed the beheadings of three
Iraqi National Guardsmen and an
Iraqi officer.
Early today, U.S. aircraft fired
on several barricaded rebel positions in northeast and southeastern Fallujah, the military said.
U.S. and rebels forces also
clashed overnight on the southeastern outskirts of the city after
insurgents fired a rocket-propelled grenade at Marines.
Two insurgents were killed
while no U.S. casualties were
reported. said Lt. Nathan Braden.
of 1st Marine Division. Hospital

A wounded boy is carried off after he was shot in the leg
by American forces today in the Sadr City neighborhood
of Baghdad. Iraq.
officials in Fallujah reported including the guardsmen.
a
kidnapped
Gunmen
three civilians were injured in the
Lebanese-American business
overnight shelling.
U.S. forces are preparing for a man - the second U.S. citizen
major offensive in Fallujah, west seized this week in Baghdad
of Baghdad,and other Sunni mil- and a videotape aired Wednesday
itant strongholds in hopes of showing the beheadings of three
curbing the insurgency ahead of Iraqi National Guardsmen and an
January's election. An Iraqi Iraqi officer.
On Wednesday. a U.S. soldiet
National Guard patrol was hit
today by a car bomb in was killed and another w minded
Iskandariyah, an insurgent hot in a roadside bombing 12 mile'.'
spot 30 miles south of Baghdad. south of the capital. A suicide
killing at least three people. Iraqi driver detonated his vehicle at a
checkpoint near Baghdad airport.
officials said.
lskandiriyah Hospital officials injuring nine Iraqis and forcing
said three people had been killed U.S. troops to close the inaiii
and a total of 15 others injured. route into the city for hour

INCREDIBLE VISION
A gas permable bifocal contact lens that really works for anyone who
using bifocal glasses. You cannot get this quality of vision from any
other source such as Lasik Surgery, monocular fit, soft bifocal contact
lens or glasses.

"Last night, several blood and
bone marrow tests were done that
required the president to be in an
isolation unit
several
for
and
hours,
there is no
truth to any of
the reports that
he is in a
coma," Rashid
said.
Regardless.
the Israeli milArafat
was
itary
placed on high
alert, and was following the
developments closely, Israeli
security sources said. The Israeli
army has a contingency plan.
called "new leaf." to deal with the
fallout from Arafat's death,
including possible Palestinian
riots.
In the West Bank city of
Ramallah, senior Palestinian officials convened an emergency
meeting after learning of the deterioration in Arafat's condition.
said Sakher Habash,a member of
the Central Committee of the ruling Fatah movement.
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Official says A rafat in coma
By The Associated Press
PARIS (AP)- Ya.sser Arafat
has lapsed into a coma in French
hospital. a senior Palestinian official said today, a day after the
Palestinian leader was rushed to
intensive care following a sharp
deterioration in his health.
The official would not say
when Arafat lost consciousness.
Two Arafat aides denied he was
in a coma, but the senior
Palestinian with close access to
the medical team insisted Arafat
Earlier,
comatose.
was
Palestinian officials said Arafat
had lost consciousness repeatedly
in recent hours and described his
condition as extremely serious.
Palestinian Cabinet official
I Saeb Erekat, however, called
75-year-old
the
reports
. Palestinian leader had lapsed into
! a coma "baseless." Erekat told
The Associated Press that
' Arafat's wife, Suha, told him
Arafat's condition was "stable but
; difficult."
Mohammed Rashid, Arafat's
adviser, also denied that
financial
•
reports that Arafat had slipped
* into a coma.
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Murray woman continues
casting her vote in election

Jo's
Datebook

Rena Dill Solomon of Murray was just
one of the many people who cast a vote
in the November General Election.
Solomon, who celebrated her 80th birthday on Oct. 20, voted early Tuesday morning. She has voted in every election since
she turned 18, according to her daughter,
Susan Solomon of Murray. Another daughter is Linda Teague of Nashville, Tenn.
The Murray woman is a graduate of
Murray State University and is a retired
school teacher of the Marshall County
School System.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The annual American Heart Walk will be
Saturday at Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. Registration will be at 8 a.m. and
walk will start at 9 a.m.

Coles' family get-together Saturday

Photo provided

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Cain Sr. of Murray will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Saturday.
\ celebration will be Saturday from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Commerce
Centre of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
North 12th Street. in front of Wal-Mart.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The couple was married Nov. 6, 1954. at 8 p.m. in a church ceremony. %vitli the Rev. E.E. MeNatt officiating. Mrs. Cain is the former S. Helen McNatt.
They have three sons, James H. Cain 11 and wife, Karen.
Somertown. Tenn.. Timothy K. Cain and wife, Carrie,
Indianapolis. Ind.. and Terry M. Cain of Suwanee. Ga.
Their grandchildren are Nakevin J. Cain,'serving in U.S. Air
Force. Toshina R. Cain, Janika C. Cain and Chase L. Cain.

Shopper Pat McMullin is pictured shopping at the
bazaar by Humane Society of Calloway County last
year. This year's bazaar will be Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library. Members and friends have donated
handmade crafts. gift items and baked goods.
Proceeds support the Society's animal assistance
and spay/neuter programs. For information call 7591884.

The Murray Woman's Club
is participating for the fourth
year in the New Opportunity School project, based in
Berea.
The Home Department of
the club has sponsored this
clothing
collection
for
Appalachian women in the
past and continues to do so
today.
Needed hy the women are
suits, dresses. shoes and purses of all sizes which are suit-

The descendants of George and Bessie Shelton Coles will
have a family get-together Saturday at Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church The meal will start at 6 p.m. Everyone is
asked to bring a pasta dish or chili, drink and dessert. For
information call Shirley Coles, 753-4661, or Doris Robertson.
753-7836.

Genealogical Society plans event
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Saturday
at 11 a.m. at the home of Ruth Cole to go to visit the Fair
Cemetery (weather permitting). A short business meeting will
follow the cemetery visit. For information call 753-2718.

Mother to Mother Group to meet Friday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding MOM,.
will meet Friday at 10:30 a.m. in the park behind Callo‘1/4
Public Library, or if raining inside the building. Featured will
be refreshments and door prizes. Pregnant moms, dads and
older children are welcome. For more information call Kim
Jastremswki, CLEC, at 759-4746.

Members of the other nine
departments of the club, Alpha.
Creative Arts, Delta, Garden.
Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta
and Zeta, are requested to
help with this project by bringing items to their November
meetings.
Lillian Robertson, club chair
of the project will collect the
items at the club house and
mail them in early December.

Football game replay scheduled
Replaying of the high school football game of Murray and
Russellville Friday at 7:30 p.m. at MSU Stewart Stadium will
be shown on Channel IS. Murray Electric System. on Satur
day at 8 a.m.. I p.m. and 7 p.m.

'Night of Stars' benefit Saturday
"Night of Stars" benefit concert will be Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in Murray State University Lovett auditorium. This will
be to benefit the MSU Wind Ensemble's appearance at Carnegie
Hall in March 2005. Featured will be 12-year-old Star Search
Champ Mark Mejia and International Recording artist Terry
Mike Jeffery. Tickets will be available at the door.

Russell Chapel Youth plan promotion
ited

The youth of Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will
have a rebate day at Captain D's today. Customers are requested to place their receipts in the box designated for the group
on counter.

Featuring Your Favorites
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•
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Laker Band Boosters plan promotion
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Roct tor by Pat Scott 17'5 Wiswell Rd Murray KY 42071
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In The Dairy Queen Parking Lot
Owners: David & Meredith Miller

at" Refre
Rits.
ofiki Co-lister:merit- Clothes
Men • Women • Children
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity • Nursint;

You don't buy life insurance

Big Fall Sale 20%-50% Off In November d.
-

for yourself.

Name Brand Clothes Out Daily
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rd
night at The Shedd Cafe today from 5 to 9 p.m.

Laker Boys Backboard Club will meet
Calloway County Lakers Boys Backboard Club will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High
School. Discussed will be final plans for Meet the Lakers and
information concerning the boys basketball program. Parents
need to make arrangements to pick up cookie dough orders
after school Thursday at the concession stand at CCHS. For
more information call Hal Perry at 759-4144.

Alpha members collecting book material
Members ot Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
will be at the club house to collect histories of families, businesses, churches, veterans and communities on today from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. to be used in the book, "The
Calloway County Family History," to be published soon. Histories may be mailed to Calloway County Family History, P.O.
Box 685, Murray, KY 42071. For information call 749-4938
or 753-2350.

Salvation Army Unit needs bell ringers

& Gifts
Lets face it. There are other things you'd rather spend your
money on - a new sports car, a trip to the Bahamas. But this
is something you buy for them And for your own peace of
mind

HWY.641N.. MURRAY
753-1725-1-800-472-8852

Adult and Family Education plans class
Calloway County Adult and Family Education will begin a
"Getting Ready for College" class starting Nov. 8 and continuing through Dec. 8 with no class the week of Thanksgiving.
It will be on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. with a one hour break for lunch. This is for individuals
who wish to go to college, but do not feel ready to take the
entrance exams. For more information and for registration call
759-5525 by today.

Shelter's Whole Life Insurance Policies For the ones
you love.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
759-1033

Shelter Life Insurance Company
Columbia, MO
www.shelterinsurance.com

Kerry Lambert, chairman of the local unit of The Salvation
Army, needs volunteers to help with the ringing of the Salvation Army Bell at Wal-Mart. Ringers are needed for Nov. 26
and 27, Dec. 17, 18, 22, 23 and 24. Lambert said "we invite
any church, youth group, civic groups, fraternities, sororities
and businesses to help us provide for the needs of Calloway
County this year." For questions or to sign up for ringing, call
Lambert at 762-1274 or 753-7265.

FALL IS FOR PLANTING
*Trees *Shrubs
*Daffodils & Tulips 44

• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361
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Homemakers plan
Woman's Show

Murray Middle School Tiger Band

Calloway County Homemakers will host their fourth
annual county woman's show
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the First United
Methodist Church Family Life
Center. Lunch will be served
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Cosponsored by Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and the Murra
Ledger & Times, proceeds will
go to United Way of Murray and Calloway County.
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Anne Ferguson, right photo, has been selected to serve as drum major of
the Murray Middle School Tiger Band. She is the daughter of David and
Debby Ferguson. Members of the 2004-05 MMS Band Council, left photo, are
Sarah Garth, eighth grade librarian, Anne Ferguson, president, Courtney Perry,
eighth grade secretary, Justin Blodgett, co-vice president; Emily Denham,
seventh grade librarian; Libby Trevathan, seventh grade secretary, and Shelley Green, co-vice president.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jason Foreman
Kelly Michelle Hutchens and Jason Mitchel Foreman, both
of Lexington, were married Saturday, July 31, 2004.
The bride is the daughter of the late Mike and Shiela Garrison Hutchens of Lexington. formerly of Murray. Her grandparents are Cassel Garrison and the late Altie Garrison of Murray and Jen Hutchens and the late Ray Hutchens of Hopkinsville.
The groom is the son of Steve and Debbie Forman of Cashmere, Wash. His grandparents are Dorlis Grimes of Cashmere
and George and Elanor Foreman of Wenatchee, Wash.
The lawn ceremony was held at the home of Jane and Terry
Owens of Lancaster. aunt and uncle of the bride. The Rev. Paul
Williams of Washington state officiated.
Music was by Matt Rasure, pianist, Tiffany Carby, flutist,
and Mandy Curry, Melinda Etter, Sharon McGinley and Matt
Seckman, soloists. Candles were lighted in memory of deceased
parents and grandparents.
Melinda Etter of Lexington was the maid of honor. Bridesmaid was Beth Sublette of Lexington.
Flower girls were Alyssa Wilson, daughter of Lisa and Alan
Wilson, and Rachel Meadors, daughter of Amber and Greg
Meadors.
Jeremi Whitehall of Wenatchee. Wash., was best man. Groomsman was Steve Haney of Cashmere. Wash.
A reception followed in the dining room of the Foreman
home where the wedding gown of the bride's mother's wedding
gown and pictures of her parents' wedding were displayed.
The photographer was Kim Vanover of North Carolina. Videographers were Gracie and Junior Holland of Murray.
The bride is a 2004 graduate of Cumberland College, Williamsburg, with a bachelor of science in communication arts and
English. She is a reporter for The Times Tribune, Corbin.
The groom is a current student at Spencerian College, Lexington, and is employed by Cracker Bartell.
After a honeymoon in Florida. the couple is residing in
Corbin.
Guests attending the wedding from Murray were Kenneth
and Cindy Cleaver, Chris and Kennette Jones, Tim and Emily
Stark, Owen and Jeannie Garrison. Cassel Garrison, and Gracie.
Junior and Tristan Holland.
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The yard of Calvin and Janie Gibson at 2104
Brookhaven, Murray, has been selected for the yard
of the month for October by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
An

\wiled One af America's fastest Crowing Sahms

AVEDA

Mon.-Thurs.9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760

Concept Solon

Noel Market will be Saturday
First Christian Church will have its annual Noel Market
Bazaar, Bake Sale. Coffee Shop from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
Soup and Corn bread luncheon from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Saturday.

Goshen bazaar will be Saturday
**Christmas in the Country" bazaar will be Saturday from
8 a.m, to noon at Goshen United Methodist Church, Highway 121 North at Stella. Proceeds will go for local and foreign missions.

Eyecare Specialties
*Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
•Budget & Designer
Eyewear
Dr. Kevin IA. Adams *Contacts For Astigmatism
308 S. 12th st. and Bifocals
*Most Insurance Accepted
759-2500

Lose Weight for Life

is the bottom-line results;
the lives we change;
the communities we shape.

Obesity can cause many life-threatening conditions, including
diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, and sleep disorders.

dada You are a vital part of this
community and an important
force in this year's United Way
Campaign. Fundraising to
achieve a $303,000 countywide goal is going on now.
Become a part of this great
effort to touch more than
30,000 lives throughout
Murray & Calloway County,

Upcoming
Bariatric
Seminars
Lourdes
Nov. 10, 7-9 pm
Marshall Nemer Pavilion
Community Room
Marion, IL

Dr. Alex Argotte
4-H
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
Calloway County Adult Education
Domestic Crisis Center
Gentry House
Girl Scouts
Humane Society
Main Street Youth Center

•II
*
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Murray Art Guild will
have its annual holiday sale
featuring a collection of fine
arts and crafts with gifts for
all seasons and all reasons
on Friday and Saturday from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
guild at 103 North Sixth
St., Murray.
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Art Guild plans
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Need Line
Parent Support
Rape Crisis Center
Red Cross
Senior Citizens Center
YMCA
WATCH,Inc.
WKATC
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Board Certified General Surgeon
Member American College
of Surgeons
Graduate Indiana University
Medical School

Nov. 17, 6-8 pm
Comfort Inn
2600 W. Main St.

Lourdes
Jan. 27, 7-9 pm
Marshall Nemer Pavilion
Community Room

"Surgery is an option for morbidly obese persons!
Being a part of the restoration of their health,
self-esteem, and sense of well-being is rewarding."
Dr. Argotte

United Way of Murray-Calloway County
607 Poplar Street:Suite F, Murray, KY 42071. phone 270.753.0317

Join Dr. Alex Argotte for a discussion of gastric
bypass procedures, lifestyle requirements, benefits,
and risks at a free seminar . Dr. Argotte looks forward
to meeting you and answering your questions.

For more information call
270-444-2334.

LOURDES
Your life. Your choice.

••-•
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GOP leaders urge Republicans to avoid becoming complacent
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da for the meeting, with activi- include
ties to be held in the Curris Hancock Biological Station, submission of a second proposCenter and the Collins Center Murphy's Pond, Wickliffe al.
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- Hearing Aids accomplishments of its members through annual awards
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Calf for Appointment(270) 759-4811
College/University Scientist. an
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
Teacher and an Outstanding
Sunday afternoon, the amphitheater at Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Secondary School Science
Recreation's Central Park location will be dedicated, and earlier this week that
Teacher.
occasion was officially recognized by both city and county officials. Here, Calloway
Dr. Neil Weber. dean of
colJudge-Executive Larry Elkins, front on left, signs a joint proclamation acknowledgMurray State University's
lege of science, engineering and
ing the coming ceremony, while City of Murray Mayor Tom Rushing awaits his turn
technology, is chairing the Local
to sign the document. Behind them are, from left, Bill Bailey, chairman of the
Arrangements Committee.
Murray-Calloway County Park Board: Brad Steele. park executive director, and
For more information, check
Ronald Churchill, president of the Rotary Club of Murray, who, along with the park
the KAS website at kas.wku.edu
board, headed the amphitheater project, with assistance from several groups and
or contact Weber at (270) 762businesses. The dedication is set for 2 p.m. Sunday and will be moved to the
1191.
Playhouse in the Park in case of rain.

KAS meeting held at Murray State

Accepting NrevtiPititints
Ear, Nose & Throat

THANKS FOR
YOUR SUPPORT

LANCE ALLISON
CITY COUNCIL
Paid for by Lance Allison

HANDMADE

YS!! ORIENTAL
FINAL DA
OF BUSINESS

GOING OUT

S
G
U
R
E
UR
WIGGINS FURNIT
MUST LIQUIDATE
3060 Hwy 641 N. Murray, KY
(270) 753-4566

ALL INVENTORY

NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE RENS
CLOSING FOREVER!
LIQUIDATION
PRICES

FURTHER
MARKDOWNS!

EVERYTHING MUST GO!
THERE IS NO PRICE LIKE
A GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS PRICE.

WE ARE NEAR THE END!
THE BUILDING HAS BEEN
LEASED! WE ARE SELLING
TO THE BARE WALLS!

ALL RUGS
75% OFF!

NO REASONABLE
NELL'S BEST AND LAST SALE IN 47 YEARS! OFFER REFUSED
90 DAYS SAC- MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER AND APPROVED CHECKS - LK #041007
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Denise Knoebel, left, chairperson, and Jinna Bower
display the banner announcing the holiday sale at
the Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Friday and
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Persons may choose
from a variety of original works of art and craft
including watercolors, weavings. wood designs,
plants and herbs, handcrafted jewelry and more.
Also shoppers may win gifts of paintings, jewelry, a
child's art kit, a basket of calligraphy supplies, a grocery gift card and a discount on an art workshop. For
information call 753-4059.
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Ben Hart. left, represented the Hazel Woman's Club in the
Student Art Contest sponsored by the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at the Oct. 20 First District
Fall Conference. Hart, a junior at Calloway County High
School, won with his color pencil work, "Honky Tonk
Rhythmic Symphony No. 1 . . Pictured with Hart is Glenn
Leckie. art instructor at CCHS. The art work will be
entered at the state level of the KFWC State Convention
Contest this spring.

By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Bart Simpson is acting like himself, which is to say naughty.
And he sounds like himself,
with that familiar mischievous
lilt.
But Bart's voice is coming
out of a petite blonde wearing a
fluffy, bright-pink wrap. Dumpy
Homer has morphed into a lanky
fellow, and mom Marge's towering purple hair is brown and
tastefully cropped.
The event was a "table read."
when the cast of "The
Simpsons" gathered with a
roomful of writers, producers
and guests, using their imaginations to conjure up the animated
family with the distinctive mustard hue.
It was just one of the steps
toward crafting an episode of the
Fox series that begins its 16th
season Sunday at 8 p.m. EDT.
The run is remarkable for any
show — but especially for one
like this.
Irreverent, witty and willing
to take on anything from politics
to religion to family values,
"The Simpsons" has provided a
rare bit of spice for the oatmealbland bowl of TV broadcasting.
The table read, held in an
oversize trailer at the Twentieth
Century Fox studio where the
series is produced, itself is a
symbol of the show's enduring
popularity. A decade ago, it finished the season as the 67th
most-watched show; it was No.
69 last season with 10.7 million
viewers and won its time period
among the coveted 18 to 49 age
group.
Actors, producers and writers
sit at a massive conference table
littered with water bottles and
note pads. Invitation-only visitors ring the table. (Noticeably
absent are the network executives who always haunt
rehearsals; "The Simpsons" has
a rare stipulation, won by executive producer James L. Brooks,
limiting Fox meddling.)
"It's sort of the hottest ticket
on the lot," said Yeardley Smith,
who voices young Lisa, the wise
Simpson daughter.
"I'll look around and go,
'Hey, there's Elvis Costello,"
said Al Jean, an executive producer who's been with the series
since it was spun off in
December 1989 from Tracey
Ullman's Fox series.
Singer-songwriter Costello,
who provided his voice for one
episode, popped up at the table
read for another.
"People often come for the
fun and bring their children,"
said Jean.
It's a treat for observers but
serious work for the cast and
producers. This is the first time a
script has been performed after
months of writing and revision.
This particular week it's also
the first time the actors have
seen the script. Finished at the
last minute, it couldn't be pro-

AP Photo/FOX Broadcasting
This undated frame from the Fox series "The Simpsons," shows the popular cartoon
family posing in front of their home, from left, Lisa , Marge , Maggie, Homer and Bart
Simpson. "The Simpsons" will begin its 16th season this Sunday evening.
vided until the cast arrived at the
studio for the rehearsal last
Thursday.
The assembled performers
Smith;
include
Dan
Castellaneta, who received his
third Emmy this year for voicing
Homer and whose other characters include Krusty the clown
and Grampa Simpson; Nancy
Cartwright as Bart: Julie Kavner
as Marge; and Harry Shearer,
who does an array of voices
including Ned Flanders and Mr.
Burns.
Absent is Hank Azaria, who
was in New York rehearsing a
new musical. Azaria's characters, including convenience
store owner Apu and police
Chief Wiggum, are voiced for
now by another actor.
They're working on an
episode that won't air until next
season, typical for a labor-intensive animated series. A roughly
2I-minute episode takes about
nine months to create, including
the animation work done
domestically and in South
Korea.
In the script at hand (written
by Danny Chun). Marge and
Bart are engaged in unusual
mother-son bonding, breezing
through Springfield on a tandem
bicycle and singing "Sweet
Home Alabama."
Marge: "I can't remember
our last outing together."
Bart: "It was to see that
court-appointed psychiatrist."
Marge: "Oh yeah. He should
never have let you near that letter opener."
The actors move briskly

interesting
ideas

Alexander & Associates
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
psychological principles to treat the whole person.
Services

Rates as of 10/25/2004

and Family Life • Adolescent Adjustment
• Career Counseling • Substance Abuse/DUI

• Marriage

through their lines and most ot
the jokes draw guffaws from the
room. But one shaggy-haired
figure proves a tough customer.
rarely even smiling — series
creator and executive producer
Matt Groening.
"He's not an easy laugh, so
when you get a laugh out of him
you feel like. 'Yes!' It's a big
deal," said Smith.
Groening follows the script
carefully, jotting down notes for
the writers. Among his suggestions: omit a giggle from baby
Maggie Simpson in one scene.
and beef up another in which
Marge finds herself without a
partner for her new bike built for
two.
"He wanted more of a visual
with Marge being lonely, so we
put in a parody of 'Midnight
Cowboy' where Marge and the
bicycle are walking around
Springfield to that harmonica
music." Jean said.
After all these years. Jean has
developed his own script shorthand: a check mark for a joke
that gets a laugh, an "X" for one
that falls flat. "Something that's
sweet but doesn't necessarily get
a huge laugh will stay in." Jean
said.
After all these- years "it's a
fairly well-oiled machine."
observed Smith. Actors who are
out of town, like Azaria. can
record their lines at a convenient
studio.
When the cast is finished the
animators step in. The Los
Angeles-area animation house
Film Roman creates a blackand-white draft, called an ani-

matic, ss hich reveals w hat works
and what doesn't. Jean said.
"Sometimes we do a considerable rewrite with the ant matte.
Once it's in color, the cost of
changing too much is prohibitive.' he said.
The re‘ ised animatic is sent
to South Korea for creation 01
the final version -- or almost
final. If a line remains troublesome, the characters lip movements provide enough leewa
for another phrase to he subbed
in.
No matter what changes.
though, the characters stay the
same.
"It's a bratty boy and a sensitive, intellectual girl and a dumh
but well-meaning husband and a
wife who's sweet and know s a
little better than him,- said Jean.
The show remains a success
overseas, airing in Europe. Asia.
Africa and elsewhere. A rein%
orated marketing push evpanded
the
"Simpsons- brand of products in
recent years, with hundreds ii
companies worklw ide Se Ii
figurines. board games. apparel.
snacks and more.
Just how durable is "The
Simpsons.- which has the cast
signed through season 19? There
will be a 20th season at least.
Jean figures. allow ing it• to
match "Gunsmoke- as the
longest-running scripted show
in prime-time.
Can the comedy keep its
spark? tie points to the latest
table read as assurance.
"I thought it still rang true
and ‘.va funn." Jean said.
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• Mood Disorders

I. U.S. Government Guaranteed Bonds

Mon.- Thurs., 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Tues. Evening by Appt.

Guaranteed as to umen payment of pnra-rpal and tnterest

4.74%

Mark Mejia
• I2-year-old Singing Sensation

G. Steven Ali:under. Ph.D. • Debbie Sparks, M.A.• 300 Main St • Murray • 759-3138

2 Federal Income Tax Free Municipal Bonds
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414 Main St. • Court Square
Murray. Kentucky 42071
270-753-3366 • 800-444-1854
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Spring 2005

Advance tickets available at MSU Music Office
504 Price Doyle Fine Arts • 270-762-4288

or Murray-Calloway Co. Chamber
of Commerce • 270-753-5171
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Adult'. '23, '19, '17
Student* '18,'15,'13

Murray State University
Wind Ensemble
Dennis L. Johnson, Conductor
Invited to perform I n Cat negle Hall

December 11, 2004 • 8 p.m

Adult':'23,'19,'17
Student*.'18,'15,'13
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Terry Mike Jeffrey
Emmy-nominated Songwriter
and Entertainer
- International Recording Artist
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Nicolai
Merry Wives of Windsor Overture
R. Strauss
Concerto for Horn in E-flat
Beethoven
Symphony no. 3 &aka
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J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

All proceeds benefit the MSU Wind
Ensemble's appearance in Newlfork
City's Carnegie Hall, March 2005
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CLASSIFIEDS Farm Equipment
Hwy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musscal
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Motels HOMII Lob For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rant or Leese

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reel Wow
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Mors
Form For Sets
know
Homes For Sale
Moexeydes 4 AN.
Auto Parts
Sport May Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Camera
Boats & Motors
Services Meted
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run,
Alf I Ala, .l1pI Run Mit.

a.Period

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping

Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE Al2 ANI2 II WILL APPEAR SgSi
IIIE MIME,Al r EXTRA CHARGE,
I 1 N. 1 \
.25 wet a ay - 20 wOr•s Or eSs
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days S.11 per word per day.
01,extra tor 51-hweriMon Cla&gheds go into Shopping (Aide I S250 extra tor blind box ads
matter
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Wanted

He Wanted

1
)e900ro oc 0.0 003
Total Clean
Set Up Your Holiday Cleaning Now
and Get 20*/. Off

McCauley Chevrolet in Dresden,
TN, is looking for experienced
automotive technicians! Come join
our great family and enjoy all the
benefits we have to offer, including: paid vacation along with life
& health insurance available!
Minimum one year experience
required (dealership environment
helpful). Must furnish own tools.

Have Mop
\'\\ Will Travel
Total Cleaning Service
759-4222

20°h OFF
• Bonded & Insured • Windows & Custom Upholstery
Cleaning (Pet Odor)• Stripping & Waxing Floors
• General Cleaning
Owner - Beverly DeVries

ic
&
270-7594222
6-,,004§ccoDcazOoccoiRCZ Q
STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:
It 1NIKIWIYICV
DI% ORCE/Cl S'IODY/SUPPOICI
CRINHN %If['RAIFF:IC/DUI
11:IttioN %IL 1\11 KY

MAYFIELD area lawn
care business, 15 year
equity & equipment.
( 2 7 0)3 4 5 - 2 1 9 1
Serious inquiries only.

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $
Eg to 11,0_0() Sign lip
BONUS to Qualified
Technician

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

Help Wanted

NOW forming Monday
night 8 ball league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303
photograSENIOR
Wedding
phy.
Call
Photography.
Lynn's Studio, 7531001. 16 years experience

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

Apple . Cafe
BIG
Experienced servers
wanted Apply in person Must be 20 years
of age or older 1005
Arcadia Circle
•••••••••••••••••••••

The Bull Pen is
now hiring
experienced
chargrill cooks.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
1101110110111•••••••••1•60111

LICENSED Plumbe
needed for 2-3 month
Webasto project
(859)425-6315
(859)425-6349
for
LOOKING
DEPENDABLE CERTINURSING
FIED
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
NEEDED Block layers
for project in Murray,
KY. November 15
through January 15.
Call 270-350-1133
NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply in person
it Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street, No
Phone Calls Please.

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all. Call
Larry at 753-3633
aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray.
JUNK cars wanted.
Free hauling. 293-0319
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

Domestic & Childcare
Christian
LOVING,
grandma with Master's
Special
in
degree
Education will babysd
and/or tutor weekends
or evenings (270)7533432
homes
WANTED
and/or offices to clean
and
Experienced
dependable Call 7594355
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction remodeling, floors, windows.
kit,
baths.
etc
Experienced
4365914. Valerie

Check us out on the Web!

November 11, 2004

Show past and present Veterans that you care by reserving a space today!
In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air Corp
WWII
1942-1945

*Only $11 1
per photo

?

(only one person
per photo)

We are proud of your service
to our country.
Love,
Your Family

*Double spots: $18
40 word limit

AIL r

DEADLINE: NOV. 5 AT 5PM

1=t Me --- I= MI MP ma
Bring $11 payment, photo, this form, along with a self-addressed stamped
envelope during office hours to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
I
1 Murray Ledger and Times. Attn: Classifieds, P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071
=II

MEP.......MN

*

LIMIT OF 20 WORDS, PLEASE PRINT

I
Your Name:
I
*
lAddress:

Phone:

140
Want to Buy

Midis
For We

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109

NINTENDO 64 w/ 2
8
and
controllers
games $50 Call 270436-6122
ONE 5 piece & one 9
piece full bedroom
sets, oak entertainment
center, ball python
snake. 227-0791 or
753-3577

150
Articles
For Sale
HOT tub, 5 person,
5HP, 20 jets, digital
cabinet, light, warranty,
used, retail
never
$4,300, sacrifice for
$1,595. 931-538-5777
Trenton
KING-size waterbed, 2
sets of chest of drawers, men's & women's
wedding ring set. 2931464
LP Gas Refills. New
100 lb. cyl. & OPD
valves in stock. B&B
Broker 753-4389

ORIGINAL Nintendo w/
2 controllers and 15
games. $40. Call 270436-6122
QUEEN Anne sofa,
nice, blue side chair,
436-2105. leave message.
BURNING
WOOD
STOVE. Regular Buck
stove. Like new. All
parts for installation.
$200. 753-7853
VENT free 30,000 BTU
propane heater Used 1
winter. $200 OBO 7536432 or 227-0347

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-1pm only! 1800-578-8799
TN. LICENSED R.N.
for full time position at
Nursing
Puryear
Home. Home like
atmosphere. Sign on
bonus for perfect applicant. Contact Anita
731-247-3205 EOE
TRUCK drivers wanted
CDL & good driving
record required. Home
most weekends Late
model tractors. Apply at
Shoemaker
Enterprises, Inc 100
Old Concord Rd. 7533404

i

A Special Veteran's

EOE

Want to Buy
DELECTIBLE
Desserts Just in time
for the holidays. For
more information call
after/500
753-5335
p m.
LUNCH specials everyday at Sandra D's
Diner 94 E. 293-3816

HONOR A VETERAN
Day Tribute

$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $
Honor/In Memory (circle one) Name of Veteran:
:
Send resume or apply in person to:
Ill
Date of Service:
illank:
McCauley Chevrolet
8477 Highway 22
iBranch of Service:
Dresen, TN 38225
*iMessage :
(731)364-3155

Computers

753-1752
1 1115 15 \\ \MI R1I51 \11 \ 1

JOIN THE #1 TEAM IN
NORTHWEST
TENNESSEE!

Join Our World Class Organization!!
Pella Corporation. established in 1925. is an industry leader in the manufacturing and sales of high quality windows and doors. For the 5th consecutive year. Pella has been on Fortune's Magazine 100 Best Companies
to Work for list, ranking number 22 for 2004!
We are looking for team members to join our facility in Murray, Kentucky.
We are looking for new team members to fill PRODUCTION
OPERATOR openings on all shifts.
We are looking for diverse individuals who enjoy a fast-paced manufacturing environment, who are willing to continuously improve and grow as
individuals and as a company. Join team members who respect each other.
share in rewards, and participate in fun internal and external compan
activities.
Pella Corporation Offers a competitive compensation and benefit package
including health and dental insurance, life insurance, short and long-term
disability insurance, paid vacations and holidays, monthly bonus, profit
sharing, 40Ik and numerous other benefits.
If you are a high school graduate or equivalent please apply in person, or
send your application that can he printed from the Internet at http:
//ceao.murraystate.edu/cdc to:

The Career Discovery Center
1405 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)762-7080
Successfully passing pre-empkiyment testing is required to he interviewed.
Qualified applicants will he contacted to take the tests at the Career Discover
Center.
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/HN. Post offer drug screen and physical
required.

VIEWED To BE THE BEST,

150
Articles
For Sale

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Best the county has.
Collin Silt Loam.
Call Terrell Tidwell.

753-9075
293-7548
160
Home Furnishings
LILLIAN Russell solid
beds,
walnut twin
chest. shaving mirror,
round Victorian table
top.
marble
with
Eastlake marble top
table. 3 small antique
chairs. 767-0884

270
Noble Homes For Sate
Preowned
1995
Clayton 14x60; price
includes delivered &
set up, central A/C unit
installed. 2br, 1 bath
$9995. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris (731)
644-0012. 800- 5333568
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
3BR $275 753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom trailer.
Partly furnished, local
ed 6 miles from Murray.
Call 731-479-2689
mobile
NICE 28R
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866
320
AMMON/MI For Runt

1 BR, all appliances.
$375
furnished.
deposit/month, no pets.
( 2 7 0 )_4 35 -.438 2.
NICE 4 year old
Available November
&
Berkline leather chair
3rd.
$500.00.
ottoman.
1 OR 2br apts. near
(270)753-9828 leave
Murray
downtown
message.
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
210
1BR apt available, all
Firewood
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 753FIREWOOD 270-436
4444.
5504
1BR with study, wash270
er/dryer included $350
Mobile Homes For UM
per month. 1BR with
studio $335 per month.
mobile 2BR townhouse IBA
nice
1997
dryer
home, C/H/A, 14x60, washer and
will pay sales tax and included $410 per
put it in your name for month. 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath. W&D.
59,000. 437-4465
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
BY owner, New move
month free. 759-8780.
right in! 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on 3/4 acre
1BR, 1BA central gas
lot within 5 miles of hwy
heat & air, all appli79N. 0 down payment
ances, 1 year lease. 1
W.A.C.(731) 644-0012
month deposit, no pets.
800-533-3568
753-2905
1BR-4BR apartments
CHRISTMAS is comAsk about move in free
ing. Receive a $1,000
days Coleman RE
Wal-Mart gift card with
759-4118
the purchase of a new
home only at Luv
2BR, IBA. carport
Homes of Paris. 731$425 901 Sunny Lane
753-3415
642-4046.
FALL Special: 4 bedroom, 2 bath home.
great room wifireplace.
$1,000's
Save
$44,995. Keith Baker
Homes, Paris. (731)
644-0012. 800-5333568
NO CASH!! WE CAN
HELP $0 down and a
$1.000 Wal-Mart gift
card with purchase of a
new home. 731-6426185

4 bedroom house. 1.2,
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
5360/ month. Call 7531970 Leave Message
NICE 2 bedroom. 1
bath duplex, w/d, no
pets. $450/month. 4365927

Houses For Rent
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 1 BR apt $150
deposit on Brooklyn Dr
334-628-6776
NICE 2BR duplex. no
pets. 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
WednesdaY, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
28R From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2BR, 1.5BA
townhouse. All appliances, central gas heat
and air, 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905

Rooms For Rent
CLEAN room for ren
w/full house privileges
64" Big Screen TV, w/d
surround sound, cobo
TV in room. Off stree
parking. 753-6222

4 bedroom, 3 bath
home. 10 minutes from
MSU. Call 753-7313
opr 753-0692
501 South 6th St. Nice
3 bedroom, 1 bath, hying. dining, kitchen,
stove,
dishwasher,
refrigerator.
washer/dryer hookups,
screened porch. bonus
room, picket fence.
Available now. 7611317
REMODELED
2BR.
1.5BA central gas heat
& air, new appliances.
&
washer
dryer
hookup. $375 a month,
references, lease, and
deposit. No pets. 7531059
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
370
ommercial Prop.
For Sale
408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020
ESTABLISHED. reputable childcare center
for sale with almost an
acre of land in Murray.
Call 270-227-0478 for
appointment.

Houses Fof Rent

coi
liPmerical
prop. for rent

2BR house, centra
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month, 1
month deposit

OFFICE
Retai
or
space for rent. 404 N
4th St 850 sq.ft. or
more Call 759-3772

2BR, 1 bath. C/H/A, 3
min. N of Murray. Call
759-1204
after
6:00p.m.

Pets& Supplies

2BR. 1 bath, remodeled, lake view. about
25
minutes
from
Murray.
W+D
furnished, $375
mo.
Lease+deposit
required
No pets.
(573)281-0023
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502

ADORABLE
poodle
pups 436-6414
BLUE Heeler puppies,
parents on premises,
Fufton (270)472-1543
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
REGISTERED Boston
Terrier puppies. $300
each 759-2484

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

PUBLIC kt CTION
Fri., November 5th, 2004•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY. From
Mayfield, KY take 121 South through Coldwater, KY turn
right onto Hwy. 1836. Follow to auction. See auction signs.

Nice 4 piece Cherry pencil post bedroom suit - Recliner - odd
chairs - baby bed - table lamps - frost free ref - file cabinets - lamp
tables - wash kettle - electric cook stove - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - some old glass and china - pictures & frames
- antique & collector items - large lot of good stuff
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Auction held rain or shine.
\\ \111.1 I R DARRELL RE
TERRI 1).
111TIONEERS
\ WIT/1ER-.‘PPRENTICE 1t1T10\14:R
435-4144

Licensed

Minded in kl
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lenn. #12X1 1 irm 2.1.13
It Pap-

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., November 6th, 20040 10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. James R. Miller
From Murray, KY take HWY 94 West to HWY 783 or
Crossland Road to house no. 1250 Crossland Rd.
See Auction Signs.
Some good arrow heads - assortment of pocket knives - old stone buttermilk
pitchers - old butter mold and butter paddle - old sugar bucket - fine old oblong
dough tray & dough roller- old coffee mill - lot of old tea and buttermilk pitchers - old P.M. Limoge pitcher with 6 mugs. bowl & pitcher set - blue carnival
glass 30 or more pieces - R.S Pressia pieces - old J.G. Meaking English Tureen 2 old pitchers with ducks on the side - old daisy churn - old stone jugs, jars &
chums - old kitchen clock - nice old wall clock - G.E. Mantel clock - old radio set of fine china - several pieces of Fiesta ware - old silver plate pieces - silverware chest - razor hone - kerosene lamp & lantern - cast iron pieces - wash kettle - cake plate -figurines - old grand mother clock -old pictures & frames - nice
table lamps - 3 small trunks - round & flat top trunk - foot locker - marble top
coffee table & lamp tables - large wall mirror - bookshelf - old bevel edge mirror - stone mixing bowls - canister set - Rosewell spring pitcher - nice bud vases
- brass items - milk - vanity lamps - quilts - blankets & bed spreads - pineapple
post twin bed - 3drawer chest - old record cabinet - old records - glass door dish
cabinet - small wood table - nice small round oak table with 4T back chairs glass door kitchen cabinet - old single door wardrobe - large round dining table
with Camel feet - 4 chairs-spindle back rocker - old radio with wood cabinet recliner - area rugs - old dresser -stereo - card table -chairs - sofa - chair - file
cabinet - paper back books - precelain pieces - wood glider - metal 2-door cabinet - chest freezer - cook stove - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances-flatware
- metal hens nest - metal bolt bin -wrenches & tools - Craftsman air compressor
like new - milex gas golf cart - fox horns -wheel barrow - automatic washer &
dryer over 200 pieces of coins date from the 1830's to 1972 - old silver dollars 300 or 400 wheat pennies - many items not listed
Lunch available - Not responsible for accidents.
lik\ \III I I R -I)\ILItl I I RI \\I
I I.HRI D. P \St 11 \1.I.
I 110\1- I.K's
I \ 111'11.11:14 11'PREVI I( I
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ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate and Personal Property
Saturday, Nov. 20,2004 • 10 a.m.
:agate
Ig
o
at 12 Noon

R-

le
epter
an
for

OPEN
HOUSE
Sunday
Nov. 14
2-4 p.m.

1.11U

All

Auk); 1950 Chrysler Windsor classic vintage auto, 37.000 actual miles, complete mechanical rebuild less than 2,000 miles, original interior Car has great wild west history.
Boat: Harris Flote Boat with 100 HP Johnson outboard. Well
maintained and water ready.
Household Furnishings; sofa/hide a bed • living room furnishings• glider rocker • desk • recliner• house & kitchenwares • several decorative items• treadmill exerciser • Speed Queen clothes
dryer • refrigerator • solid oak desk & work station
Antiques & Collectibles: MSU Shield albums • iron toys • card
tables and chairs • game boards • Westinghouse vacuum tube
radio • hand crafted woven wool oval rugs • smudge pots• Wright
- Ditson tennis racket• golf clubs and caddy • 75mm artillery canister • toy pedal tractors • model farm equipment and cars •
Western Flyer wagon • scuba gear • bicycle • antique outboard
boat motor • wooden croquet set • toys, toys, toys...
Shop &Tool Items; battery charger • commercial 220 amp air
compressor •extension & step ladders • wheel barrow • seed
spreader • self propelled power mower • pipe vises • C clamps •
lawn tools and supplies • Workmate work bench • commercial
grade bench vise • electric chain saw • grinders • buffers • electric
& air tools • antique 1.5 HP Evinrude outboard boat motor • 2.5
HP Craftsman radial saw • table saw • sanders • stabilizer towing
bars• very nice collection of assorted tools and hardware. All this
and much more.
Terms on Real Estate: 15% Down Balance Within 30 Days at Closing
Terms. Cash Day of Auction

Max Dodd • Broker
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 • Hazel, KY
wdanottdd.net 800-631-1885 www..farrisauction.com
nfff.nu *flak jut erffrffifoff off? .11 Pr‘nu,
fv

111111.111 I: I: 11 I I 1)1,1 l 11111
odle
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ies,
ises,
543

ton
$300

GARAGE

SALE

YARD SALE
RAIN OR SHINE
121S TO LYN WOOD ESTATES
FOLLOW SIGNS FRI & SAT
753-8316
Name brand clothes, Polo, Nautica,
Abercrombie, some new with tags, vcr
tapes, home appliances, playstation
games, shoes, mirrors, dryer, christmas
decorations, beanie babies,
many more items
YARD SALE
121S 4 MILES,
WATCH FOR
SIGNS
FRI 8-4
Name brand clothes
& shoes, old glass,
tools, cookbooks,
barbie dolls,
movies, cd's. sega
games, household
items, much more.

HUGE
YARD SALE
121
EDINBORUOGH
DR. WEST
FRI 11-05 &
SAT 11-06
7:00 AM
Furniture, Riding
Mower, clothes,
xmas decorations,
much more

MOVING SALE
1406
FLEETWOOD DR.
CAMPBELL
ESTATES
SAT 6AM

Furniture,
household
items, clothing

Downs

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

GOODIES
GARAGE SALE
1707 JOHNSON,
OFF DORAN
RD. FRI & SAT
7-12
Regardless of
weather come
shop for "a little
bit of this and a
little bit of that"

YARD/
CARPORT
SALE
1631 B
FARMER
AVE.
SAT., NOV
6TH 7AM-2PM
House items
& furniture

YARD SALE
1316 APT-B
ROBERSON,
OFF KRKWOOD
FRI & SAT
7:00-?

GARAGE SALE
3094 VAN CLEAVE
JUST OFF
HWY 80
FRI & SAT
NOV 5TH & 6TH
7AM
Recliner, area rugs.
baskets, TV., clothing, shoes & ect.

YARD SALE
HWY 121 NORTH
IN STELLA NEXT
TO POTTERY
SHOP.
FRI & SAT 7-5
Winter clothes,

MOVING

SALE

624 BROAD
SAT., NOV 6TH
7:00AM-NOON

Boy's clothes,
toys, some
furniture & other
household
items.

Furniture,
clothes & toys.

furniture, misc.
items.
GARAGE
SALE
SKYLINE
DR.
PANORAMA
SHORES
FRI & SAT
8-5
Too much stuff
to list, but priced
to sell

YARD SALE
Email us at
mtt@murrayledger.corn

FOR Sale: AKC reps
tered chocolate Lab
puppies. Born Oct. 3
Will be ready for new
home mid November.
$250 Call 753-2767
after 5pm.

Farms FOf Sale

729 Riley
Court
NOV 5TH
& 6TH
8:00 AM5:00PM

15 fenced acres appx
3 miles east of Murray
in a nice community
Has road frontage for a
home and would be
great for horses or to
subdivide
$60,000
Call 753-1940 and
leave message or call
978-0523
460
Homes For Sale

The Place to Start..,.
Murray Ledger 8, Times

119W

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
tai
N.
Of
2

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3BR, 2 bath house
Preston Heights subdi
vision. Call 753-0980
after 5pm.

Well built and immaculately maintained, deal location, comfortable 3 BR, 2 bath brick home. Easy walk to MSU campus, all city
utilities, central heat & air, built in bookcases in the study. large living room, cozy kitchen/den combination. In addition to the single
car attached garage there is a smartly designed 16 x 24'
detached garage/workshop in the back lawn with concrete drive
to street. The shop is heated & cooled with lighting throughout.
as
3-

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Pets& Supplies

The Franklin Fitch Estate
1666 Ryan Ave.• Murray, KY

Thursday, November 4, 2004 • 11

Free
Pallets

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger 8
Times

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

First Come
First Serve

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Please
No Phone Calla

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units Available
'Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Fall SALLE
2100 Country Rd.

3 bedroom. 2 bath home on one plus acre scenic loi
in S.W. Villa. Extra large double garage plus separate
outbuilding. Priced in SINI, with immediate pose,
sion. Call 270-753-S755

AUCTION
November 6 at 10 a.m.
Personal property at
Hudson's Western Store
1039 State Route. 94 East.
Watch for signs.
Antiques. Farm Equip. Horses & Tack

[

111721
Sport Utility Vehicles

Items for sale: matching antique bedroom
suite, old quilts, antique gris mill, old pie
safe, hoosier cabinet, wrought iron
Christmas decor, rocking chair, new 3.75
spirit II Briggs motor, Remington 1100 shot
gun, Ruger 22 auto, rifle, misc. tools, 7 ft.
box blade, 2, 5 ft. bush hogs. New Holland
super hayliner 78 square bailer, 1995 Ford
F-250 truck, 16 ft. Neckover brand stock
trailer, 200 amp. breaker box
Horses: 8 year old reg app. gelding, 8 year
old reg paint gelding, 7 year old gray walking horse, and 4 year old cut-jack.
Misc saddles, bridles, blankets, bits. and
various other tack.
ROCKIN B AUCTION COMPANY
1932 REDBUD ROAD
DEXTER, KY 42036
(270) 767-0046
JODIE BROOKS - AUCTIONEER

LIC. #P00885
Not Resporistie For Accidents, Refreshments Available
11 You Want It Sold, We Want To Sell If

•An Affordable and
Ford
KY
•Central
beautiful
wedding
Dealership seeks perchapel in the Smoky
sonable, self-motivated
Mountains
Christian
individual for long-term
ceremony,
pictures,
employment in Service
video. flowers $150
Department Reynolds
Also providing cabins,
helpful
experience
formal wear www.wedExcellent working condingbellsinthesmolues c
ditions. growth opportuom Call 1-800-922nity at well established
2052
firm. Call Ed (502)695•We want your White 1990
Oak logs!!! American
•E Bay Opportunity! $11Stave Company
is
$33/hr
possible
seeking White Oak
Training provided No
Stave logs in your area.
experience
required.
We are paying top
For more information,
prices for stave logs 11 call (866)621-2384 Ext.
inches in diameter and
6064
up. Please call Larry
(812)296-0515 for more •Seeking experienced
log buyer. Please fax
information_
•You can with Ky- resume and information
SCAN!!! Want to reach to (573)426-2437 or call
a broad audience, but (812)449-3508
unsure about how to go
about it? You can place
a 25-word classified ad
in 71 Kentucky newspapers for as little as $225
with one order, one payment. For information.
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper, or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•Log Home Dealers
wanted. Great earning
potential, excellent profits, protected territory,
lifetime
warranty.
American
MadeHonest value. Call
Daniel
Boone
Log
Homes 1-888-443-4140
BUSINESS
SERVICES

EDDIE Bauer 4x4
Explorer, needs fly
wheel, $1,800 9781150, 7am- lOpm

2001 Ford Escape XLT.
174K miles, yellow.
gray interior, excellent
condition, 4x4, full
power $7,800 2933370
2000 Ford Explorer
XLS, 92K miles, white,
gray interior, very good
condition. $8.700. 2933370

1997 Mazda Millennia.
loaded. 64.000 miles.
$6.900. 759-4249

HOMES FOR SALE

insurance
payouts.
(800)794-7310
J.G.
Wentworth. .
JG
Wentworth means cash
now for structured settlements.
•Cash for structured settlement/ annuity payments. It's your money!
Get cash now when you
need it most! Oldest/
Best in the business.
Settlement Purchasers.
1-877-Money-Me

HEALTHCARE
•Family Health Care
w/prescription
plan!
$69.95/mo; Best network, excellent coverage
no limitations,
includes dental, vision,
pre-existing cond. OK!
Call: WCS 1-800-2889214 ext.2332 'Startup
fees required
490

-DriverCovenant
Transport Teams and
solos check out our new
pay plan Ask about our
Regional runs Owner
Operators. expenenced
drivers, solos, teams
and graduate students.
Call 1 -888-MORE-PAY
(1-888-667-3729) Equal
Opportunity Employer
*Driver- Now earn more!
Increase in pay package. Contractors &
Company
needed
Flatbed- ref ngeratedtanker Over-the-road.
Regional
Some
Commercial
Driver's
License Training. 1-8007 7 1 - 6 3 1 8
wWW.primeir1C.COM
*Drivers- 37c a mile!
Owner Operators- 96c
all miles! 2,700-3,100
miles/ week all year! No
Touch. 2 years OTR,
Class-A COL. 800-9633363, www.riversidetransport.com

*Manufactured homes
New and Pre-Owned- 2,
3, & 4 bedrooms. *Drivers:
Company.
Financing
available. Owner Ops We offer
Open 7 days a week. miles and money! Home
Interstate
Homes time benefits. 401k,
Richmond & Stanford, health, dental. vision
KY 1-888-538-4638
available. CDL-A, 23, 1yr. OTR. 1-877-613HORSES
6385 ext. 286.
•TATTERSALLS LEXMust
be
INGTON, KY Arabian & *Drivers:
Half/Arabian
Horse Owner Operators. No
Auction
Over
250 touch freight. Up to
Head. Nov. 12th, 13th $0.88/$1.00 mile. No
2004. Friday 1:00pm forced dispatch. Home
Saturday
11:00am. weekends, older trucks
T&T
Over 150 head to sell welcomed.
without reserve. 405- Dedicated Carriers. Inc.
330-5464. Bill Addis Louisville, KY 1-800511-0082
Auctioneer.
INSTRUCTIONAL
-Airline
MechanicRapid training for a high
paying career- Aviation
Maintenance. FAA predicts severe shortage.
Financial
AidJob
placement assistance
(888)349-5387 AIM 6
locations.

•Attention Homeowner:
Display homes wanted
for vinyl siding, windows, roofs. No payment until April 2005.
Easy Credit terms.
Payments starting at
$99 a month. 1-800251-0843
•Earn your degreeOnline from
home.
EQUIPMENT
paralegal,
Business.
FOR SALE
Computers. Networking
*Sawmills$2,695
and more. Financial aid
LumberMate-2000
&
available, lob placement
LumberLite- 2 4.
assistance, and comNorwood Industhes also
puters provided. Call
manufactures utility ATV
tree (866)858-2121.
attachments, log skidders, portable board
MISCELLANEOUS
edgers and forestry
•Free
4-Room
equipment. www.norDIRECTV
System
woodindustries.corn
includes
standard
Free information: 1-800installation 3 months
578-1363 ext300N
free HBO & Cinemax!
FINANCIAL
Access to over 225
•SSCASHS$ Cash now channels! Limited time
for structured settle- offer. S&H. restrictions
ments, annuities, and apply. 1-800-208-4617

3BR. 2 bath house,
Martin Heights subdivision Call 753-0980
FOR RENT
after 5pm.
office
MOVING:
3823 *Professional
space for rent in
Wiswell
4.7 miles S.W. of Frankfort. Just off US
1-64.
near
Murray. 3+ acres, 3BR, 127
700
2 Bath. $190,000. 753- Approximately
4108
forsaleby square feet on second
owner.com Listing ID floor, private bath, closets. $600 per month,
20213050
includes water/sewer,
470
electric, gas. Call 502Motorcycles & ATV's
223-8821.
LIKE new 2000 Polaris
Sportsman
500,
garage kept, only 135
miles, $5,000. Can be
seen at Missing Hill
Campground. Call cell
phone 502-552-6378.
262-227-4250 for additional into.
2002
Yamaha
Banshee. Less than 20
hours. One owner
Extra sharp $5.500
759-1854
1999 Honda 300 4
wheeler with racks.
2wd, excellent condition 753-0123 days.
759-1525 nights, 2933228 cell

HELP WANTED

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS

*Drivers
New
Pay
Package Start 32c36c/mile depending on
Experience
miles
hometime, benefits 1
year OTR, good MVR
Class-A
and
CDL
Required TOTAL 800942-2104 extensions
263, 238, 237
*Drivers: Owner operators or company. 3.000
miles/ week. 0/0 earn
98cpm. Company drivers earn up to .37 cpm
plus full benefits. Tango
Transport
877-8264605
•Drivers:
Owner
OperatorsTractors
$1.53. Straight Trucks
51.15. cargo vans 5.75.80. sign on incentive.
Call Tri-State Expedited
888-320-5424
•Got Hometime? $900
Weekly. •Home every
•Regional
weekend
runs Out & Back freight
Health, Dental. Vision
Owner Ops welcome!
DGI 800-506-9721

*CHERRY BLOSSOM -Need
a Job? CRST No
GOLF AND COUNTRY experience?
No probCLUB,
Georgetown. lem! No credit
check.
Golf Digest voted us No monthly
payment.
best places to play Immediate benefit pack2004! Join us for your age now
hiring in your
next
round/outing. area
1-877-443-8289
Membership
Special
Runs
available.
502-570- *Regional
Available' Home week9849!
ly, Midwest- NortheastTRUCK DRIVERS
Southeast. Also hiring
HELP WANTED
OTR Company- Owner
*37 CPM Guaranteed! Operator Solo-Teams
34-36 cpm Start w/rais- Call 1 -800-CFI-DRIVE
es every 2 mos to www.cfidrive.com
reach 37 cpm. Add 2c
•Run close to home'
extra for every mile
5.41/mile!
Excellent
w/monthly
bonus.
miles! Home weekly!
Package includes beneNew equipment! Blue
fits w/prescription disCross/ Blue Shell'
count.
New
Dental! 410k! EZPa
Freightliners. home 4
Toll Cards! Heartlano
days every 2 weeks.
Express
1-800-441Must have 3 mos. Class
4953 www.heartlandexA Exp. EOE 1-877-452press.corn
5627.
Transport"
•—Star
*Driver- Company drivNeeds inexperienced
ers New pay package"
drivers. Home most
$42,000+
1st
your
weekends, Peterbelt
year!! 'Assigned contrucks, shared tuition
dos 'Great home timeStarting 26c pm. FoodCall 7 days a week
Lodging provided. 1877-687-5627.
JDC
800-455-4682
Logistics.

Campers
Used Cars

96 Cutlass Supreme,
white, good
tires,
condition.
excellent
$3.010. Call after 5pm
489-2921
Nerd lit *ell

,,or

TruckorCaP
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Vans
2002 Dodge Grand
Caravan EX. loaded,
42.000 miles, $15.900
759-4249
2000 Toyota Sienna.
condition,
excellent
less than 48,000 miles.
Call 761-2356
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C. 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition Call 7679442

1984 33 foot Holiday
Rambler motorhome,
fine condition $12.500
27
1982
foot
Sports coach
motorhome
with
49,000 actual miles.
$4.900 1989 Chevrolet
Conversion van, excellent condition $2.000
270-527-1015
520
Bons & Motors
18' Nordic Jet Boat.
454 chevy, Berkley
pump, hot foot tandem
trl. very fast fun &
dependable Call (270)
492-8735 $3.500 OBO

Services Offered
436-2867 Joe's Mowe
Repair Free
pickup/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
junk & tree work

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
AFFORDABLE
work removal
2867

tree
436-

ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair Access
risers installed 7535933, 1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches. decks, sun
rooms. roofing, vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair sagging floors,
termite & water damage
Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
Or
(270)753-0353

*fte.yries*lesise-ereslie.

"di `4.W-0-41-1rat
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CLASSIFIEDS

II

• We Specialize in C'leaninx"
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mnbile
•Rrick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hie WJIC1 -Parking be.& Dm en ays
Das id Borders
(270)767-0313 or 1270) 527-7176

—•••

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,0004 sq ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock-,
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Inf Jacqueline Blear

LAYTON
Hudson
Blkl HDAY
for
hauling, landscaping, HAPPY
backhoe & loader work. Friday, Nov. 5, 2004:
753-4545 or 492-6265 You have the ability to make
quite an impression, but you do
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
push too hard at times. Bosses
"since 1971"
and those who have clout could
*Carpets •Upholstery
be easily put oft You need to
-Emergency Water
add a touch more diplomacy to
Removal •Quick
your act. You'll come out a winDrying
ner with a little more softness.
Free Estimates
You will gain financially if you
"Got Dirtr
are willing to reorganize. If you
753-5827
Painting & Staining,
Carpentry.
Minor
Plumbing, will repair
your old furniture.
Estimates
given.
Phone 435-4682
PAYTON Lawn Care.
FREE
estimates.
Mowing,
fertilizing,
landscaping. leaf raking, light backhoe work.
Phone: 270-436-5507,
Cell: 270-293-7717
QUALITY painting at
an affordable price For
estimates, call 2933647
QUICK
&
Right
Painting, House work,
Yard work, Odd Jobs
(270)761-2559
RESICOM
Contractors,
LLC
Home repair. renovation & building services. concrete & tile, vinyl
siding & replacement
270-227windows.
2115, 270-436-5764
SEPTIC
SYSTEM
INSTALLATION. And
repair. pumping, field
line
replacement.
washer beds installed.
Excavating,
gravel
driveways and parking
lots installed. BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

are single, carefully check out
anyone you meet, as you have a
tendency to attract people who
are unavailable. If you are
attached, take off as a romantic
twosome more often. LEO pushes you into the limelight.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Hay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

Murras Ledger & Times

TV Listings Friday, November 5, 2004

Horoscopes

ServiceOftered

David's Cleaning
Services

FRIDAY EVENING

A- CHARTER;8- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM. D- GALAXY'
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 1 12:30
9:00 ; 9:30
Friends rods Nigh** Jimmy Kimmel Lhie
News
2020 X

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
WKRN-ABC 8 Rules _Compiste Hope
Lass
visa.
- -ABC 8 Rules Complete Hope Lees
-WSliffilliC Weans NBC X
Third Watch IN)I
WrIF-all Joan ol ArcadiaI
-YIPS0418C Delelne NBC X
WINLIABC 8 Riles Complete
I
IIIIPT4NIS Government Girls
I
Mks Totally
Craziest
ZOTY-UPN Star Trek: Enterprise

JAG iN)(In Stereo)
Third Watch(N)X
Hope

Less
Now-Moyers

News X .:Nighttime Sainfeld Seinteld Jimmy Kimmel Live ,
The Tonight Show X Late Night(In Stereo) Last Cal
dr. woes (in Stefeo) News
Late Show ;In Stereo) Entertain The Lab Late Show
Medical Invest.
News X The Tonight Show X Late Night In Stereo) Last Cal
..-.
20/20 X
Nightilne Jimmy Kimmel Live &enfold Edition
5s Ou

20/20 X

Medical West.

Nees

Wash We Wall
Making of Ride
_Served
Drew
Renovate My Family 70e Show Malcolm SirnpBecker X Cape
Frasier I King
Paid
Paid
Next Top Model
Entertain Cheaters
News
Friends Oprati Winfrey X
KFYS-CBS Joan of Arcadia X JAG (N) In Stereoi I dr. yew (In Stereo) News X Late Show In Stereo) Friends The Late Late Show
-0
WON
MeV* Ire Ihe TIggirrifovie"(2000)31
Justice Street
WON News at Nine Becker X Becker I Home Delivery
INSP
Brkthrgh Feed
B. CrosDavid
Your Day Life
InspirInspire- Feed
Weeks Jewels ,Skip
WOW-PBS Comment Group
Wash Wk Weil
Rose(N)X
Duda
WashngtSpeaking
Novi-Moyers
Lite
News -Ky
WDKA-W13 Whet I
Grounde- Reba If Reba X Judy 1-Judy
Extra X
s
Cops
Paid
rRoseRoseWIll

ESPN
ESPN2
MTV
NT
TIC
UFE
USA
AMC

Wash Wk-Well
'

News

NBA Basketball Houston Rockets at Memphis Gnzzies NBA Basketball: Spurs at Lakers
SportsCenter(lire)
(6•00) College Football Marshal at Akron. College Football Norm Texas at Louisiana-Lafayette.(Live)1
College Football X
(600)2004 Video Music Awards 1:in Stereo) Pimp dFriend
Making Viva Bam rfest Battle for MTV Special
Law & Order X
Movie:***t 1111 WereSidera-(2032)MelGitimm. X Movie: cc* "G./. Ane"(1997. Dolma)Demi Mom.I
Clean Sweep :N,:
What Not to Weer X Better-Worse
What Not to Weer I Better-Worse
Clean Sweep
Movie Sim el Mind
Law A Order: SVU

Movie: -SiredStence"(1905.Cruet)MI
Law & Order:SVU Monk A

Merge 114,

Nanny

'Golden

Providence X

illi -The Waist:ay'
!
Movie: telAr TM Sematary"(1909)IT
ARIES(March 21-Apr11 19)
FilmFakers X
Movie:*/
1
2 "Prophecy'(1979)Tele Sties.ft anti "Pet&metier
**** You could be challenged
A&E
Biography"The
,Biography
Biography
Biography "The
Biography: Andre
American Justice
by a partner or an associate.
FAM
Movie:*** Nook"(1991, Fantasy)Robin WiliamZ
;Paid
Paid
Paid
Club
1_
P
The
aid
Ai,
700
Taking a stand might not work, but
NICK
Phantom 'Grown
Sponge Sponge Full Hse. Full Hse. Fresh Pr. Cosby I Rose- 1FloseFresh Pr. Fresh Pr.
accepting what you hear might.
HGTV
Work with ingenuity and creativity.
Travis' Facelift
Design- Design- Designer Designer House
Design- Design'
Sensible ;Travis' Facelift
Know that there is a solution you
PIKE
CSI: Crime Scn
CSI Crime Scn
ShipCSI: Crime Scn
Blind
Police Videos
MXC
MXC
might not be seeing. Break out of
WTBS
Friends Friends Movie:*1
/
2'The Haunting"(1999.Horror)4IMpele:*1
/
2 "The Haunting"11999 Horror)X Family
Futurama
the box in your thinking. Tonight:
TOON
Ed, End Ed. End Ed, Edd :Atomic 1-Cocien- Foster
Celebrate the weekend.
Power- ',Ed, End Bravo
, Dodgers Gundam Cyborg
1
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
COURT
The Invest gators
Forensic !Forensic Forensic Detective Forensics Forensics The Investigators
Forensic Forensic
*** You could be put off by
BET
(6:30) Movie:'The Five Heartbeats"(1991) Comicview
For Free Estimate
Comicview
Midnight
Style
Love
.
BET
News
someone's strong stand or atti_
CMTV
inside Fame
Shania Concert
Shania Twain
The Outlaws Concert
Total Access
tude. Guess what? You're not
Call (270)489-2472
HBO
Movie: ** 'Old School-(2003) Family
changing him or her. Do as much
Family
Family
Movie: Nowhere to Run"(1993) In NFL
Real Time K
After 5 p.m.
as you can from home or head
MAX
Movie: ** linderivorif(2003, Horror)•R X Movir. e*1
/
2"S WA.T (2003) P0-13'3E Best Sex Movie: "Spiderbabe"(2003)'Nfi
Cell (270)293-2494
home early. You need some quiet
SHOW
Movie: "No Good Deed (2002) HUFF
Dead Like Me I
Movie: et "The Amayville Horror"(1979) R litl 1(41g M.Sollir
time to think and relax. If you
7 to 5 p.m.
DISN
Movie: ** "Air Bud: World Pup"(2000)'ff X Lizzie
Phil
Brace- ,Boy
Proud 'So Raven Kim
must, bring extra work home.
Lizzie
FLIX
Tonight: Make your home your
Movie:
vie: **** 'Thefts°CNN"(1983)'R'I Movie:*** -Modern Ro
Romance" 1Movie:,t*'2 "Mona Lisa-(1986, Drama)'R' Hunting
castle.
Family
Family iThe Sopranos a
Movie:** -Analyze That"(20CQ) Movie: *** "Kiss of Dealt"(1995)'R'4
SLC Punk
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Investigate news and
A- CHARTER.B- MURRA1'ELECTRIC,C- MEDIACOM.D- GALAXY
We build, repair,
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
don't challenge others. Your
and refinish.
12:00 I 12:30 1:00 I 1:30
11.14:11rillit
.aWS
2:00 I 2:30 I 3:00 I 3:30
4:00 I 4:30
5:00 ' 5:30
6:00 I 6:30
friendly attitude could help cover
WON-ABC All My Children X One Life to Live General Hospital ;Judy IJudy
News
News
News
ABC
News
Fortune
some suspicion or doubtfulness.
VISIL-ABC All My Children X One Life to Live General Hospital Larry Elder
Others respond openly, letting
lAontel Williams News X ABC
News X Enters
down their defenses. Encourage
inliel-MX News News Passions X
Days of our Lives Dr. Phil
Oprah Winfrey X News NBC
News
1220 Hopkins
others to talk and brainstorm.
WTYFC8S Y & R Talk of the Town Bold
Guiding Light 4, As World Turns News Edition News CBS
News
Trotter's
Together
answers
appear.
Road • Murray
i/PS0-14BC Days of our Lives PassionsI
Edition TBA
Dr. Phil
Jeop- IMillion- News X NBC
News X Fortune
Tonight: Start the weekend with
I 753-0249
1VBEij-A8C All My Children -k. One Life to Live General Hospital Dr. Phil
friends!
Oprah Winfrey X News ABC
News Fortune
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
WIFT-PEIS Virtues Lions Reading Cyber- Shrinks Zoboo Dragon Clifford Maya
PostArthur Zoom X News-Lehrer
TENNESSEE Metals, *** You have your eye on a key
*PICK UP S. DELIVERY PROVIDED*
KBSI-Fox
Brown Brown The 700 Club K Paid
GirtMaury IN! K
Fear Factor I
Malcolm King Hill Sim.
713s
Inc. 641 North Puryear, financial goal. As a result, you
WOTY-lA Paid
Paid
Enter- 1Main
TN 38251. (731)247- might need to put in overtime at
Starting Over Lk leakMakBlind i Blind
Yes
RayYes
Sports
3222. Monday thru work. Rearrange your schedule if
ovs-cas News X Bold
As World Turns Guiding Light K Ellen Show
Oprah Winfrey X News K. CBS
News ,if RayThursday 8-4, now you must. Stay on top of your
WGN
News lin Stereo; Rockford Files
Illegnum,P.I.3_r Home Videos
Cosby Cosby Horn- Will
Will
Hornbuying tin, iron, cars. work. Someone might be
tempting
INSP
Life
Inspir- Inspir- Inspir- amok- Mass
Bed
Discov- SRN Top Ten
Come by for the best you. Can you say "no'? Tonight:
Chang- Hagee Hickey CARUSO
BACKHOE & TRUCK()NJ HANDYMAN
prices anywhere! Roll- Put in overtime.
WKI1U-PBS Math
Pre GED News Shrinks Zoom I Post- Cyber- Maya
Clifford Dragon Math
We do all the odd lobs
SusiNews-Lehrer
ING
off containers also LEO (July 23-Aug.
VID4(A-W8 Life & Style X
22)
you don't have time
ROY HILL.
Jerry SpringerI Feud
Feud
Poke- Poke- Yu Gi Yu Gi Cosby Cosby Horn- Griffith
available.
***** You are the cat's meow
for. Plus, all repairs for
Septic system, gravel
ESPN
;11:00) PGA Golf: The Tour Championship-- Second Round Live)I
Horn
Inter- SportsC.enter (,Lrve! llf.
NBA
despite what someone else might
home and business
white rock
,
WALTERS
ESPN2 Billiards
NFL
NFL
NFL
NFL
MoI
NFL
Scrabble
NFL
NFL
College Football
think or the attitude he or she por436-2113
293-5438
CONTRACTING
MTV
RealWri- RealWrl- True Lite
True Life
Dozer work 8 Track
Laguna tLaguna Friend Friend Pimp
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl trays. Be your own person. allowPimp
2004 nlAs
DOZER WORK
hoe
Siding, Addition, and ing your innate ingenuity to flourYNT
Judging Amy4 NYPD Blue X
Law & Order X Law & Order X Angel f In Stereo) Charmed X
INSTALL & REPAIR
Law & Order X
Remodeling. Quality ish. A relationship heats up
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
TLC
Better-Worse
Baby
,
Baby
MakleakTrading
Spaces
While
You
Out
Clean
Sweep
In
a Fix A
CARPORTS Starting
Work_ Over 30 Years because of your attention, humor
GRAVEL HAULING.
LIFE
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* Take your time dealing with
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A&E
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Justice
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AND
Movie:ii-it t.1 'The Hard Way"(1991,Comedy)X Third Watch I(
City Confidential American Justice
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Service
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FAM
Family Family Step
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Boy
Boy
FultHse
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Gilmore
Girls
1
7th
Heaven -11
touchy
Smallville 'Red
than
you
realize.
Someone
Trimming,
removal, Underground
*mulching
roof
NICK
Back- Lazy
Thorn. Rocket Rugrats Rugrats Oddpar- Neutron Sponge U Pick Arnold Rugrats Chalk- Robot
stump grinding, fire- drains, surface water might say something totally unof•tertilizationioverseedHGTV
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House
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WTBS Cosby Cosby Harvey Hervey Drew
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Yes
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BRENT Tonight: Do something just for
Removal: clean out shelters.
TOON
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Looney
ILooney
PowerDexter
Ed,
End
Ed,
End
CodenOzzy
Totally
Turtles Trans- Coders- Foster Grim
*parking lot sweeping
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
attics, garages. yard
•leaf mulching
COURT Both Sides
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***** You enjoy yourself
435-4431
1500
2583
BET
BET Now
Student
Center
iRap
City:
Tha
Bassment
1064 Park: Top 10 Live
5
wherever you are, as long as you
CMTV ClifT Music
have an audience. Your ability to
Top 29 Countdown
Stacked
put a different spin on a situation
HBO
Movie:*** 'Catch Me iI You Can"(2002)I
Movie: "Strictly Business"I Movie: et,11 "French Kiss-(1995)It Inside the NFL K
will open doors for you and for
MAX
Movie Movie: "Heartbreak Ridge"(1986)'R Movie: *** "Executive Decksorr(1996)'Ft K Movie: -Single ANN Ferrule"(1992)
others. If you need to, use differSHOW Movie: "TheSlugger's Wde" Movie:'What Happened Was.. (1994)1* "Car54, Mete Are Your Movie: "CrissCross"(1992) Shorts
ent words to explain something
DISN
JoJo
Stanley Pooh !House tI House Recess i Lilo
you just said. Just communicate.
Brandy lKim
Proud Brace- 1Lizzie Phil
. So
Tonight: You have a very good
FLIX
Movie Movie: ii'. -Gar"(1988) PG'IFive on the &Irk HardSide Movie: "Black Gar0972) Movie: **'.7 "Fa'Keeps'09038) X
time no matter where you are.
H802 Moyle Surnet/vg's
iMovie: -ln 301,(1997)3E Movie**'7 -DOVO7 With Love'(2003) Movie: lit; "Before and Aftee'(1996)Ell
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**** Your take-charge attitude
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could cause some resentment.
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I
9:00
I 9:30
10:00 10:30 ! 11:00 11:30 1 12:00 I 12:30
You might not care, either. Your
WKRN-ABC 8 Rules Complete Hope
20(201
Less
News
Friends Sports
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Less
20E20 Y
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'
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Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld Edition
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***** Your new approach and
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WOTV-UPN Star Trek: Enterprise Next Top Model
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MTV
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USA
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True friends stick together LookingBack
years ago
through all of life's changes Kenlake
Foods needs more

Treatment for
morbid obesity
DEAR DR. GOTT; My 38year-old son is 6-foot 6-inches tall and weighs about 600
pounds. His blood pressure
ranges
around
125/75 and
his cholesterol

around

120. He has
at least five
severely
damaged

Dr. Gott

discs in his
back,
and
four

remove the panniculus, along
with an operation to get rid
of the sagging skin. Such considerations should be part and

and asthmatic. Each time 1 catch
a cold, it turns into bronchitis. Is there anything I can do
to prevent colds and bronchitis? I get an annual flu injection and take 2,000 units of
vitamin C daily. This isn't
enough.
tunately, patients with asthma
are more prone to serious upper
respiratory infections such as

made inquiries
regarding help with the obesity, but the local diet clinic

bronchitis, which may trigger
an asthma attack or inhibit
breathing. Asthma is caused
by
over-reactive
airways
(breathing passages) that are
especially susceptible to irritation in the form of infection
(colds and so forth) or inhaled

irritants (pollen, smoke and the
doesn't take anyone weighing' like).
over 500 pounds and the cost
I hope you're not a smokis too prohibitive anyway. You
er. This habit would really
represent our last resort.
raise the dickens with your asth-

DEAR READER:Although
your son is tall, he suffers
from massive (morbid) obesity. In particular, the collection
of fat over his abdomen (called
a panniculus) has become a
source of continuing infection.
Fortunately, his blood pressure
and cholesterol levels are normal; nonetheless, this amount
of weight is certainly dangerous because of stress on the
cardiovascular system.
In my view, your son needs
to be under the care of metabolic specialists. If he does
not qualify for admission to
the diet clinic at your local
hospital, ask your family doctor to refer you to a teaching
center.
I am especially concerned
about your son's panniculus
infection. To rid him of this
dangerous complication, plastic surgeons may have to perform liposuction to reduce or

nerve with
me. She said
she wanted
a

DEAR .DR. GOT!': I'm 60

ago he had
severe
Dr. Peter Gott, a
infection of
the panniculus. Since then, the
area has filled with fluid and
sags near his knees. Aside from

lant care. We've

DEAR ABBY: I read your
column faithfully. The letter
from "Devoted Mom in Livermore, Calif." really touched

parcel of his evaluation in a
medical center.

DEAR READER: Unfor-

being extremely uncomfortable,
infection occurs or threatens
constantly, necessitating vigi-

ma and would surely predispose you to bronchitis.
Your best bet is, in my
opinion, to use antibiotics for

even trivial respiratory infections. In this way, you may
be able to head off more serious trouble. I've been told that
doctors in England routinely
prescribe low doses of antibiotics throughout the winter
months to their patients with
asthma who tend to suffer
repeated bouts of bronchitis.
The strategy appears to work.
Ask your doctor to suggest
a plan for you. He may buy
the antibiotic approach, or he
may simply recommend that
you use inhaled medicine
(Proventil and others) when
your breathing is compromised.

to

end

friendships
with her old

"career"
friends
because she
no longer
had
anyDear Abby thing
in
common
By Abigail
with them
Van Buren
and would
rather spend her free time with
her husband and daughter. How
sad.
People use the word
"friends" too liberally. I believe
a person is truly blessed if he
or she can name five "true

mean people who will be by your side
through thick and thin; back
you up and ask questions later;
someone you can call any time
of day or night. Through child-

friends." By that I

hood,
marriage,
children,
divorce, whatever life throws
your way, these friends are
there. The common thread is
the quality that made you
friends to begin with. You may
not see each other often, but
when you pick up that phone
or e-mail, it's like you never
left off, -- KATHY G., BALLY,

PA.

DEAR KATHY:

I agree.
True friendship is a commodity so precious it should not
be discarded lightly. That letter brought in some interesting mail. Read on for a sample:

DEAR ABBY:

Although
"Devoted Mom" didn't say it
in so many words, her letter
smacked of the attitude that
I'm willing to bet used to disgust her. Now that she's settled down, she's eager to phase
out her single girlfriends. Nat-

Copyright 2004, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

urally, since she has a "real"
life now, she doesn't want to
be around people who don't,

BallyComics
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and certainly she and all her
mommy-track friends are sure
that anything remotely different from their existence is
entirely

false. Its that very
attitude that keeps us divided.

Sure, she's tired of hearing
about single girls' money and
boyfriend problems, but let me
assure her that potty training
doesn't exactly make for a riveting anecdote. Single lives are
no less valuable and real than
hers.
"Devoted Mom" shouldn't
worry

about letting
those
women down easily. They may
not be eager to be around
someone with such a smug-

attitude anyway. -WOMAN-POSITIVE
IN
COLUMBUS, OHIO
DEAR
WOMAN-POSITIVE: I'm sure they won't
when they find out they're
minded

expendable!

DEAR ABBY: I agree with
advice about thinking

your

twice before phasing out her
older relationships. Tomorrow
her life could be turned upside
down, and those things that
she cherishes and enjoys now
might not be there - including her spouse, child and "new
mommy" friends. Wouldn't it
be nice to know that you still
have those relationships and
the support of those friends?
The complaints she's hearing
from them now were very likely some of hers in the past.
Were I her, I might try to change
the tone of the relationships,
but in no way would I eliminate them. -- KRISTIN K.,
NEW CITY, N.Y.

DEAR KRISTIN: That's
mature thinking. A reader in
Minnesota sent me the following, and its message rings true:
"Make new friends, but keep
the old/The worth of true friendship exceeds that of gold."

ago
In the November General
Election, Lyndon B. Johnson
was elected president and
Hubert Humphrey as vice president of the United States. In
the local election, A.B. Crass
and Maurice Ryan were elected as members of Murray Board
of Education.

parking space and Calloway
County has land available, but
opinions differ on how to reach
an agreement for the project.
Dr. Ruben Cuadado, gastro-internist at Mayfield, was
speaker at a meeting of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
International Society at Kenlake
Hotel. Vanda Gibson of Murray is chapter president.
Births reported include a
girl to Rev. and Mrs. Mike

40 years

Wanda
Katherine
Lax,
Nance, Joye Rowland, Joan
Woods, Katie Linn and Gladys
Etherton had the top six averages for the week in the Magic
Tri Bowling League at Corvette
Lanes,
Murray High School Tigers

Bragdon,Oct. 12; a boy to Brian
and Stacey Mills, Oct. 24; a
boy to Tracy and Darrell Puckett, Oct. 29.

20 years ago

tor

Oct. 13 at First Baptist

Church, Murray.

Dr. Mark Malinauskas,direc-

won 33-7 over Grove High

of theater at Murray State

Blue Devils in a football game.
This was the sixth consecutive win for the ;Tigers.

University, has been elected to
a one-year term as president

50 years ago

of Kentucky Theatre Association.
Members of the Murray
Chapter of Professional Secretaries attending a meeting of
the Kentucky Division at Frankfort were Marlene Slaughter
CPS, Judy Herndon, Bobbie
Waters, Raye Hornbuckle, Marcia Johnson, Linda Lester CPS
and Kay Dyer.
Recent births reported
include a girl to Kent and
Connie McCubbin, Oct. IS; a
boy to Deborah and Michael
Keller, Oct. 29.

Over 600 boys and girls eat
daily at the new lunch room
at Murray High School. Mrs.
Noel Melugin is supervisor.
Also assisting are Mrs. Flora
Buchanan, Mrs. Clyde Robertson, Mrs. Buena Rose and Mrs.
Mackie Hubbs.
Pvt. Pat Shackelford, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Oury Shackelford, is now stationed at Fort
Carson, Colo. He has been
attending chemical school at
Fort McClellan, Ala.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Brittam, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl M. Smith and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Adams.

30 years ago
Airman Mitchell R. Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
R. Johnson, has been assigned
to Sheppard Air Force Base,
Texas, after completing Air
Force basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.

Todaylnilistory

Joe Keeslar, a Murray industrial arts teacher and rifle

By The Associated Press

builder, has been selected as
"Man of the
Year" by Ken-

Today is Thursday, Nov. 4,
the 309th day of 2004. There

tucky Corps Longriflemen

are 57 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:

Rebecca Jo Robertson and
Richard Wayne Jones were mar-

IMO

Twenty-five years ago, on
4, 1979, the Iranian

ContractBridge

Nov.

hostage crisis began as militants stormed the United States
Embassy in Tehran, seizing its

Two Shots Are Better Than One

occupants. For some of the
hostages, it was the start of
444 days of captivity.

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 98
VA Q6
•K 8 6 2
•K J 5
WEST
EAST
•72
•
64 3
• ICI 9 4 2
V8 75 3
•.1 5
•Q 7 3
+964
4,Q 1072
SOUTH
•KQJ 105
K
•A 1094
46A 83
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
I NT
Pass
3
Piss
4+
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6
Pass
7•
Opening lead — jack of hearts.
Assume you're in seven spades
and West leads the jack of hearts.
Offhand it might seem that you need
a successful club finesse to land the
grand slam, but further study reveals
that you have far better than just.a 50

of diamonds, and when both opponents follow suit, your chances of
making the grand slam rise to 100
percent.
You next play the A-Q of hearts,
discarding the 10-9 ofdiamonds, and
ruff a diamond, establishing
dummy's eight as a trick. A club to
the king allows you to discard your
eight of clubs on the eight of diamonds,and you make the grand slam
without risking a club finesse.
Note that in adopting this method
of play you do not at any point relinquish your chance of making the
contract with a successful club
finesse. If the diamonds turn out to
be divided 4-1 when you cash the AK, you still discard the 10-9 on the
A-Q of hearts and fall back on the
club finesse.
The applicable principle is a very
common one. Whenever the outcome appears to depend on the
favorable location of a particular
card — in the present case, the queen
of clubs — declarer should look for
an alternative line of play that
reduces or eliminates the luck factor
associated with a finesse.
percent chance for the contract.
A different way of stating the
Accordingly, you win the heart same principle is to say that declarer
lead with the king and draw three always tries to find an approach that
rounds of trumps, finding them
gives him two chances to make the
divided 3-2 You then cash the A-K contract instead of only one.
I ,iiiiorroiv: Test your defensive play.

On this date:
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in Egypt.
In 1924, Nellie T Ross of
Wyoming was elected the
nation's first female governor
to serve out
term of her

the

remaining

late

husband,

William B. Ross.
Ten years ago: In Union,
S.C., townspeople jeered as
Susan Smith was led into court,
a day

after the 23-year-old
secretary was arrested and

charged

with murder in the
drownings of her sons, 3-yearold Michael and 14-month-old
Alexander.

Five years ago: Aaron McKinney, who beat gay college
student Matthew Shepard and
left him to die on the Wyoming
prairie, avoided the death penalty by agreeing to serve life
in prison without parole and

promising never to appeal.
I.
•
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1 Congenial
5 Hoax
9 Phone bug
12 Meat substitute
13 Waikiki setting
14 More than most
15 Popcorn
nuisance
16 "Saving Pnvate
_.,
17 Frat letter
18 Pamplona
cheer
20 Abyss
22 Release

40 Harden, as clay
42 Quotes
43 Fix, as a copier

46 Coffee holder
47 Educ. group
48 Theater award
51 First-aid plant
55 Koppel of the
news
56 Wren's re€adence
57 Gather leaves
58 Prospactor's fnd
59 Rare minerals
60 OK. but not
great (hyph )

DOWN

(2 wds )

SOMETIMES I SLEEP 50 MUCH I SOMETIMES I EAT 50 MUCH
I CAN'T TELL IF IM HUNGRY
I CAN'T TELL IF 17'5 PAY
FULL
OR NIGHT
0

0

0

0
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PEANLITS0
JUST BECAUSE EVERYONE
YOU KNOW,YOU DON'T NAVE
ELSE 15 00IN6 IT, DOESN'T
TO FLY SOUTH FOR TNE WINTER
1 MEAN YOU HAVE TO.
IF YOU DON'T WANT TO.

-b'

25 Late tennis
great
27 Not resist
28 Winter mo
29 Yucatan native
33 %etr'channel
34 Rollover sub,
35 Fosse or Dole
36 This, to Jose
38 Umbrella part

39 Salad vsgg e

1 Utmost degree
2 Debt letters
3 Grey Cup
sports org
4 Spoken tribute
5 Tender
6 Fodder
7 Golcha I
8 Chomp
9 Toodle-oo!
1 (hyph )
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Freshman
Woodyard one
bright spot for
Kentucky
football

Murray Ledger & Times

Heat powered by 'Diesel'

By The Associated Press
Steve Francis and Shaquille
O'Neal enjoyed big debuts with
their new teams. Kobe Bryant
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
found out he can't carry the
"Your more than one company agency
Lakers all by himself.
Carlos Boozer and the Utah
David King 901 Sycamore
753-8355
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Jazz beat visiting Los Angele
s
It would be easy to understand if 104-78 on Wednesday
NATIONAL BASKETBALLL ASSOCIATION STANDINGS
night, one
Wesley Woodyard felt a little of the worst offensive
performNational Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
overwhelmed.
ances in Lakers history.
Standings
Standings
All Timis. CST
Like any other freshman, he's
All limes CST
Playing its second game
EASTERN CONFERENCE
WESTERN CONFERENCE
still
making the adjustment to since O'Neal was traded
Atlantic Division
to
Southwest Division
college life. Because of Miami last summer,
W
L Pct GB
W
L Pct GB
Los
Philadelphia
01 000
Dallas
Kentucky's
2 01 000 —
depth
issues, Angeles (I-1) was held to franToronto
1
01 000
San Antonio
1
01.000 1/2
Woodya
rd
has
been asked not chise lows for field goals (20)
Boston
0
1 000
Memphis
0
1 000 1 1/2
New Jersey
0
only to contribute, but to start and shooting percentage (29.4)
1 000
New Orleans
0
1 000 1 1/2
Nevi/ York
0
1 000
Houston
0 2 000
for
a struggling football team in despite 38 points from Bryant.
2
Southeast Division
Northwest Division
the
rough-and-tumble
W
L Pct GB
"It was definitely a little difW
L Pet GB
Miami
1
01 000
Southeastern Conference.
Minnesota
1
01 000
ferent.
It opened up a lot on the
Orlando
1
01 000
Portland
1
01 000
To top it off. Woodyard has inside," Boozer said. "They
Washington
1
01 000
Utah
1
01.000
Charlotte
0 0 000
endured two position changes have very good perimeter play1/2
Denver
0 1.000
Atlanta
0
1 000
1
Seattle
0
1.000
since his arrival at Kentucky. ers, but we got them to make
Central Division
Pacific Division
He's back at linebacker now as turnovers all game."
W
L Pct GB
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
1
01 000
the Wildcats(1-7,0-5 SEC)preLA Clippers
1
01 000
O'Neal was busy in New
nchana
1
01 000
Phoenix
1
01.000 —
pare to host No. 8 Georgia (7-1, Jersey, helping
Chicago
0 0 000
1r2
the Heat to a
L A Lakers
1
1 500 112
Cleveland
5-1) on Saturday.
0
1 000
Golden State
0
100-77 victory by shooting 71 000
1
Milwaukee
0
1 000
Sacramento
0 2000 1 1/2
"My head has stopped spin- for-9 from the field and scoring
Tuesday's Games
ning a little bit, but every week, 16 points in 21 minutes.
Detroit 87. Houston 79
Thursday's Gaines
there's something new* that you
It was anything but a domiDallas 107, Sacramento 98
Washington at Charlotte, 7 p m
have to be willing to learn," nant debut in black for O'Neal
L A Lakers 89. Denver 78
Cleveland at Miami. 7 p.m
,
Wednesday's Garnet
Woodyard said.
Minnesota at Denver, 9 30 p m
acquired from the Lakers for
Indiana 109, Cleveland 104, 20T
Friday's Gaines
A linebacker in high school at three starters and a first-round
Toronto 95, Houston 88
Detroit at Toronto. 6 p.m
Orlando 93. Milwaukee 92
La Grange, Ga.. Kentucky draft pick. But he certainly had
Phoenix at Philadelphia. 6 p.m
Philadelphia 98. Boston 95
Indiana at Boston. 6-30 p m
coaches recruited the 6-foot-1, his moments despite playing on Miami Heat center Shaquile O'Neal looks to make a move
Washington 103, Memphis 91
Houston at Memphis, 7 p m
200-po
und Woodyard with a sore left hamstring, the best against New Jersey Nets Alonzo Mourning, left, during
Miami 100. New Jersey 77
Orlando at New Orleans, 7 pm
Minnesota 99, New York 93
designs of turning him into a coming in the first four minutes the third quarter Wednesday night
New Jersey at Chicago. 7 30 p m
in East Rutherford,
Dallas 106. New Orleans 91
LA Clippers at Portland, 9 p.m
safety. When Woodyard signed, of the fourth quarter against N.J.
San Antonio 101. Sacramento 85
Atlanta at Seattle, 930 p m
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks Alonzo Mourning.
Phoenix 112, Atlanta 82
Utah at Golden State, 930 p m
career, but I think this one is led the defensive charge with
Utah 104, LA Lakers 78
said Woodyard and fellow freshSan Antonio at L A Lakers. 9 30 P.m
"I was ordered to be 100 per- even more special
L A Clippers 114, Seattle 84
being that this eight blocks to go with 16
man Marcus McClinton were cent when I came back, but I
Portland 78. Golden State 75
the best safeties he'd ever haven't been 100 percent in is my first official game for the points.
organization," said Francis, part
signed in one class.
"They play extremely hard,
about 10 years," O'Neal said.
of a seven-player trade that sent and when
you fall behind like
Woodyard quickly worked
Mourning, the former Miami disgruntled star Tracy McGrady
that, that's why the challenge is
into the rotation at safety, but center, was back on the court to Housto
n last offseason.
just to keep your poise," Bryant
soon Kentucky needed a pro- less than a year after undergoing
In other games on the first said.
ductive inside linebacker. He a kidney transplant. He finished
full night of NBA action, it was:
Pacers 109,
made the move five games into with seven points, five rebounds
Indiana 109, Cleveland 104 in
Special to the Ledger
13th with a time of 22:06.2.
the season and broke into the and four fouls in 14 minutes.
Cavalie
rs 104, 201
double overtime; Toronto 95,
KNOXVILLE,Tenn. — The
In the varsity eights. MSU starting lineup three weeks ago
At
Clevel
and.
Francis
Ron Artest
hit the game-winning Houston 88; Philadelphia 98,
Murray State women's rowing placed ninth out of 18 crews against South Carolina. He
basket with two-tenths of a sec- Boston 95; Washington 103, scored 31 points on a sore knee
team earned a bronze medal, with a time of 20:30.3.
enters Saturday's game with 26 ond remaining and finishe
d with Memphis 91; Minnesota 99, as the banged-up Pacers opened
placing third in the novice eights
tackles.
26
points
in
Murray
his
()Hand
New York 93: Dallas 106, New the season with a win despite
State
°
will
debut.
,next comat the 29th annual Head of the
Woodyard is the type of play- leading the new-look Magic to a Orleans 91; San Antonio 101, playing
without
starters
pete
at
the
Head
of
the
Tennessee regatta, held Oct. 30
er Kentucky needs to continue 93-92 victory over visiting Sacramento 85; Phoenix 112, Jennaine O'Neal, Reggie Miller
Chattah
oochee
on
Saturda
at
y
at Sequoyah Hills Park.
to recruit to become competitive Milwaukee.
Atlanta 82; the Los Angeles and Jeff Foster.
Gainesville. Ga.
Murray State finished third
in the SEC. Brooks said.
Zydrunas Ilgauskas had 35
Grant Hill scored 20 in his Clippers 114, Seattle 84; and
Match Time Changed: The Woodyard
out of 28 crews on the 5,000thinks it wouldn't return from a 21-month layoff Portland 78, Golden State 75.
points and 18 rebounds for the
time
for
the
Murray
State soccer hurt if two of his former La
meter (3.1-mile) course in 20
due to injury. Top draft pick
Boozer, signed as a free agent Cavaliers. LeBron James added
minutes, 46.8 seconds — just team's Ohio Valley Conference Grange teammates whom the Dwight Howard
last
summer, led the team with 28 point's, eight assists'and five
had
12
points,
36.8 seconds behind silver Tournament semifinal match Wildcats are recruiting — 10 rebounds and four blocks.
27 points and II rebounds in his rebounds.
Medalist Clemson "B" and against Eastern Illinois has been defensive end Braxton Kelley
-I've hit some shots in my Utah debut. Andrei Kirilenko
1:37.1 behind gold medalist changed.
and wide receiver Demoreo
Clemson "A."
The Racers will now play the Ford — join him at Kentucky.
"We want to get guys up here
In other competitions at the Panthers at 4 p.m. Friday at
regatta, the Racers had two Bulldog Field in Birmingham, who want to win," Woodyard
boats in the varsity fours, with Ala. Tournament host Samford said.
the
While noting Woodyard has
MSU will take on Morehead State in
"A" boat placing eighth out of the other semifinal at 7 p.m. The made his share of mistakes —
29 crews with a time of 21:29.4 championship match will be including a late hit in a loss to
and the MSU "B" boat placing played on Sunday at 1 p.m.
Alabama that kept a Crimson
Tide scoring drive alive —
Brooks has praised his willingLOBAL MORTGAGE LINK, LLC'
ness
to play linebacker despite
Fhe !car ht.ice I ,r 111 1,.sir
being somewhat undersized.
PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!
"The thing he brings to the
YOU SHOW US:
linebacker position is he's a guy
*Average credit(not perfect)
who can make a mistake and
*Steady income history
still come back the other way
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money down
and make a tackle because of his
*Flexible, forgiving program
speed," Brooks said. "He's inex*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
perienced and undersized,
MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAIL/SIM
weight-wise, but the bottom line
is he brings a lot of energy to the
(270) 753-7407
position.

MSU rowing honored;
soccer semifinal rescheduled

RACER

BASKETBALL

=0041p-2,000

Ofl H iss
This Season's
First Exhibition!
Saturday, Nov.6 10
Lady Racers vs.
St. Louis Gold Stars
5:15 p.m.
Racers vs.VASDA
7:1 5 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center

TICKETS: 762-4985

The Blue Team, composed of fifth and sixth graders, completed
an undefeated season
when it captured the Calloway County Little League Football
championship on Oct. 23.
Team members pictured are (front row, from left) Keaton Starks
, Clint Craig, Morgan
Hays, Nathan Gream, R.J. Swift, Michael Houston, Shawn Bearsb
y, (back row) Jaxon
Keyes, Zackary Jones, Michael Treadaway, Nathan Maynard, Cody
Clark, Lucas Morton
and Gregg Barer Jr. Coaches of the team are Jimmy Jones, Kyle
McKinney, Gregg Barer
and Kevin Bearsby.

Couldn't Make It To The Game?
We've Got You Covered!
Catch All The
First Round Action
On MES Channel 15
THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
w
(11
: MHS Tigers vs.
4 11
Russelville
Replays of the Game
Midnight, 8 a.m., 1 p.m. & 7 p.m.
ONLY ON NES CHANNEL 13
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LL Footba
2004 KHSAA STATE FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS: ROUND 1

Murray ready

MICHAEL DANN(Ledger & Times photo

Seth Darnell, who injured his leg last week against
Jackson Liberty, remains questionable heading into
Friday night's KHSAA first round playoff football game
against Russellville. Darnell has 24 tackles on the season
as a defensive back for Murray High School.

Friday night cat fight
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
its been said once, and it can
be said again — when you reach
the KHSAA state football playoffs, it's go hard or go home.
A regular-season schedule
means little, if nothing, come
Friday night, when it all comes
down to the mad dash to the
state finals in Louisville.
Streaks are all that matter in
the final four weeks leading up
to the championship game at
Papa John's Stadium. And if the
Murray High Tigers were ever
convicted for streaking, they
would be on death row.
On Friday night at Stewart
Stadium, the Tigers will host a
Russellville squad that head
coach Rick Fisher has had much
success against.
As a matter of fact, Fisher
and company have had as much
success against Russellville as
an ice fisherman in Alaska.
Murray High is a combined
11-2 dating back to 1988 and
have outscored Russellville 363146 during that time. Fisher
knows come Friday, this game
will turn out to be a cat fight.
"They are one of the best
Russellville teams I have seen
since 1994," the long-time MHS
skipper said. "They are much
improved since we played them
the last time."
Murray (8-2) took out
Russellville Week 5 of this past
year, racing passed them 31-14
after leading just 3-0 at halftime.
Following Russellville's loss to
Murray, the Tigers finished out
the season 3-2 before falling to
Crittenden County last week.
"They,are playing extremely

well at the right time of the
year," Fisher added."They actually should have won last week's
game against Crittenden. They
probably feel very confident
coming down here and playing
us."
Having as much success as
Murray has had against
Russellville, Fisher said he feels
like he knows what's in store for
his team.
"Russellville probably feels
they have us down pretty good.
It's just a matter of us executing
and doing what we are capable
of doing," Fisher
said.
"Obviously, we'll know a little
more about them than we did the
last time. Hopefully, we'll be
better prepared."
Add in the fact that John
Myers, Russellville's head
coach, is a former Mayfield
assistant, and the blood lines
between the two schools run
long.
Fisher noted that Russellville
adjusted too well to Murray's
sets and knew right away where
Murray was going to go.
"I think both
those coaches (Myers and Cardinals head
coach Joe Morris) schemed
together both times when we
played
Russellville
and
Mayfield," Fisher said. "They
had some help putting-that game
plan together, and we made
some adjustments at halftime
down there because of the way
they adjusted to us."
In Murray's two losses this
season, turnovers have been the
Achilles 'heel for the Tigers,
including seven in last week's
40-14 debacle at Jackson
(Tenn.) Liberty.

or

"You just can't beat yourself," Fisher said. "You just
can't go into a game and give
other teams scoring opportunities, especially in short-field situations.
"It killed us both times we
got beat. It was directly related
to us not taking care of the football and not doing what we are
capable of doing, and giving
them opportunities to score. You
just can't do that — you won't
be around very long if you do
that."

Profile

2004 TIGER SCHEDULE
(all home games al Murray Sate)

Dia

Quainent

Aug. 20
Aug. 27
Sep. 3
Sep 10
Sep 17
Sep 24
Oct. 1
Oct 8
Oct. 15
Oct 22
Oct 29
Nov. 5

1,W 38-3) Lone Oak
(W 30-18) Hopkns Central
(W 44-14) at Marshall Co
(W 48-28) Mass& Co 1.114
(W 31-14)-at Russellville
(W 61-14 Ballard Mernonar
Open
)W41-6i Fulton City'
(L 19-7) at Mayfield •
(W 61-21) at Fulton Co •
(L 40-14)at Jackson Liberty
Russellville*
— Class A First District game
# -- Class A State Playoffs

2004 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Tom
Murray
maylield
F'.,.ton City
Ballard Memorial
Fulton County

3-1
4-0
2-2
1-4
0-4

8-2
5-5
3-6
1-9
0-10

This week's games
Murray vs Flussellvlie
Mayfield vs Gaverna
Ballard Memorial at Hancock County
Fulton City at Crittenden County

2004 Tiger Stets
Murray
Opponents

WISE RECEIVER/VERNON RACK

6-2•182• SR
I'd like to switch places for a
day with...
Will Smith
Favorite Movie ...
Modal Kombat
I'd like to have lunch with...
Clinton Portis
If I were an animal, I'd be a ...
Cheetah
Favorite Athlete ...
Emmiff Smith
Favorite subject in school ...
Lunch
Favorite moment on football field
411.•

Being

on the field

'Compeed by Michael Dann

MHS
143
343
2219
53-115-7
1258
3479
26-15
75-645

136 111 82 46- 375
'5 56 38 68 - 177

First Downs
Rushes
Rushing Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Total Yards
Fumble-lost
Penalties

OPP.
139
337
1408
81-216-18
1132
2540
37-15
65-502

Rushing - Rashad Troup 162-1335 19M,
Hugh Rollins 60-274 6TD, C J. Ray 22178, Anton Hammonds 5-20, Austin Welts
12-37 TO. Taylor Pierce 3-12, Seth Darnell
4-11. Tim Masthay 7-26, Adam Heskett 1149. Solomon Gayman 25-193 5Th, Cody
Zirbel 4-23, Tommy McIntosh 17-24, Will
Kemp 2-13 TO, Skyiar Banks 1-5, Chris
Neal 0-0. Joey Jackson 0-0, Andrew
Stephens 2-54, TEAM 6+191
Passing • Hugh Rollins 51-112-6 1249
1570 Tim Masthay 0-1-00. C.J Ray 2-3-1
9
Receiving - Tim Masthay 41.1039 1370,
C J Ray 2-44. Joe Benton .1-8, Cons Neal
4-82 TD. Joey Jackson 5-85 TO.

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME a AUTO
Any Better Than We Can!
Look for us for quality home & auto
insurance coverage, low rates, attractive discounts
and fast, fair claims service:
Reemerging

Call Us Today!
11,7
Male
Insurance

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

Kim Phillips

Van Haverstock

211 S. 12th St.• Murray • 753-3415

Best ofLuck Tigers!
WE'VE GOT ALL YOUR LOCAL NETS COVERER..
PON'T MISS A THING •, SUOSOM 100411!
CI MURRAY

EDGER

IMES

l'ottr. Only liforiwtown Newspezper
1001 Whitnell Avenue a 753- 1 916
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Mizzou put on three years' probation

AP Photo

From left, Missouri chancellor Brady Deaton, athletic
director Mike Alden and basketball coach Quin Snyder
listen to president Elson Floyd, right, talk about the
penalties that the NCAA imposed on the basketball program Wednesday during a news conference on campus
in Columbia, Mo. The team was placed on three years'
probation Wednesday for NCAA recruiting violations but
avoided a ban on postseason play. The school also will
lose one scholarship next year and two in 2006-07.

Cardinals slip past
Kentucky Wesleyan
in exhibition action
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) —
Freshman Juan Palacios had 14
points, seven rebounds and four
assists to lead Louisville to an
81-51 exhibition win over
Division II Kentucky Wesleyan
on Wednesday.
Francisco Garcia added 12
points and Larry O'Bannon had
II points and eight rebounds for
the Cardinals.
Louisville scored the first
eight points and led 20-7 eight
minutes into the game. The
Panthers missed 19 of their first
24 shots as Louisville's lead
bulged to 30- I I.
Louisville opened the second
half with a 9-0 run to lead 48-21
with 17:42 left. The Cardinals
led 52-31 before going on
another 9-0 spurt for a 6f -11

lead with 11:05 remaining.
Frank Phifer led the Panthers
with 17 points, five rebounds
and four blocked shots.
The 6-foot-8 Palacios, whom
Louisville coach Rick Pitino has
compared to Jamal Mashbqrn,
had 10 points, four rebounds and
two assists in the first half. He
also had a two-handed dunk that
drew the loudest cheer of the
first 20 minutes. .
Senior forward Ellis Myles.
seeing his first action since a
knee injury late in the 2002 season, had five points, eight
rebounds and five assists.
The Cardinals open the regular season on Nov. 20 against
BYU-Hawaii. They begin play
in the Maui Invitational two
days later.

AP Photo

Louisville's Larry O'Bannon. right, tries to get the bal
away from Kentucky Wesleyan's Haven Mosley during an
exhibition game Wednesday night at Freedom Hall in
Louisville.

InT sports writer
conquers competition
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports writer Michael Dann
captured first place in the 2004
Murray
Ledger
&
Times football
picks
contest.
Dann
bested the
field of four
with an 8119 overall
record.
Dannn
achieving

- vo

that mark with an 8-2 finish during the contest's final week last

week.
Sports editor Scott Nanney
finished in a tie for second place
with managing editor Eric
Walker. as both finished with
identical 78-22 records. Nanney
ended with a final-week count
of 8-2. while Walker dipped to
5-5 in last week's prognosticalions. With a 5-5 record last
week, staff Writer/photographer
John Wright finished the season
in last place with a 75-25 overall
mark.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Missouri's
basketball team was placed on three years'
probation Wednesday for NCAA recruiting
violations but avoided a ban on postseason
play.
The infractions committee took away one
scholarship next year and two in 2006-07
and limited all basketball coaches to recruiting on campus until November 2005.
"We felt the off-campus ban would be a
significant statement on the violations and
removes the criticism of punishing current
student-athletes," committee chairman
Thomas Yeager said in a conference call.
The penalty prevents coaches from visiting high schools, making home visits,
attending summer camps and even giving
speeches at high-school awards banquets.
Yeager said the ban had not been imposed
since 1990 when Illinois' basketball team
was punished.
Missouri chancellor Brady Deaton said
the school would not appeal.

Coach Quin Snyder said he hoped the
Tigers would still be competitive in recruiting because of the school's new $75 million
arena.
"I still think we're going to be able to be
successful in recruiting," he said. "We just
need to get people to come to Columbia and
see it.-

The committee found the Tigers violated
NCAA recruiting rules from 1999-003 and
rejected the school's explanation that most
of the violations were inadvertent.
"The men's basketball staff had the benefit of extensive rules education and compliance procedures," the committee said.
"Nevertheless, the men's basketball staff
took risks and pushed the limits with respect
to recruiting legislation, particularly while
recruiting top prospects."
The case came to light when former point
guard Ricky Clemons accused ex-assistant
coach Tony Harvey of paying him $250.
Harvey later resigned.

The committee did not mention Clemons
or Harvey by name in its report but
acknowledged that an assistant coach violated NCAA rules by buying meals, providing
transportation and illegally contacting
recruits and their families.
"The charge of being paid $250 on one
occasion, we bandied that about a great
deal," committee chairman Thomas Yeager
said in a conference call. "But we felt the
information didn't rise to the level we could
make a finding on it."
University officials already said they
were putting the program on probation for
two years, but the NCAA decided to extend
the punishment through 2007. Coaches also
will be prohibited from off-campus recruiting through November 2005.
"We felt the off-campus ban would be a
significant statement on the violations and
removes the criticism of punishing current
student-athletes," Yeager said.

KENTUCKY 91, NORTHERN KENTUCKY 73

UK leaves Norse on noose

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)Kelenna Azubuike scored 26
points to lead Kentucky to a
91-73 victory over Northern
Kentucky on Wednesday night
in an exhibition game.
Azubuike led three players
in double figures and was 11of-14 from the field. The junior
forward was 3-of-4 from 3point range.
Freshman Rajon Rondo
came off the bench and scored
• 16 points. Chuck Hayes added
15 as 11 players scored for the
Wildcats.
Rondo had a team-high five
assists and was 8-of-9 from the
free-throw line.
Kentucky shot 54 percent
from the field and had 15
assists.

The Wildcats held a 41-38
halftime lead, but Hayes scored
eight of Kentucky's first 10
points of the second half as the
Wildcats slowly pulled away
from the Norse.
Northern Kentucky narrowed the deficit to 51-49, but
could get no closer as
Kentucky went on a 14-2 run
that pushed the lead to double
digits at 65-51 with 8:50
remaining.
Then a 14-3 run gave
Kentucky an 83-60 lead at the
4:44 mark of the second half.
Kentucky
forced
26
turnovers, including 19 in the
second half.
Northern Kentucky coach
Dave Bezold said Kentucky's
defense took its toll on his
squad, especially in the second
half.
"It's like standing in the
ocean in blocks and the waves
keep crashing on you and
crashing on you," he said.
Azubuike scored 16 points
in the first half and was 6-of-7
from the field, including 3-of-3
from 3-point range.
Northern Kentucky guard
AP Photo
Mike Kelsey scored 18 of his Kentucky's Chuck Hayes shoots
between Northern Kentucky's Pat Cary, left, and
game-high 27 points in the first Sean Rowland
in the first half of an exhibition game at Rupp Arena
in Lexington
half. an 18-10 lead with 13:35
Wednesday night.
remaining in the first half.
Kelsey's 3-pointer gave the ball," Kentucky coach Tubby utes left in the half, but
the Azubuike's 3-pointer that gave
Norse an 18-10 lead with 13:35 Smith said. "He gets it off so Wildcats made eight consecuthe Wildcats a 27-20 lead with
remaining in the first half. He quick, and it looks like every tive free throws, including six
7:20 left in the half.
finished 7-of-10 from 3-point one of them is going in. He in a row by Rondo that tied
the
The Norse made 7-of- I 2
range.
made a believer out of me."score at 20-20.
shots from long range in the
"He can really shoot the
Northern Kentucky held a
Kentucky then scored 15 first half and shot 46 percent
20-12 advantage with 12 min- unanswered points, capped by from
the field.

•NL GOLD GLOVE

Maddux leads list of veteran winners

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Greg Maddox won
his 14th Gold Glove award Wednesday and
three members of the NL champion St.
Louis Cardinals were honored as the topfielding players at their
positions.
Maddux had won 13
in a row, a record among
NL pitchers. before
Atlanta's Mike Hampton
replaced him in 2003.
Back with the Chicago
Cubs this year. Maddux
is closing in on Jim
Kaat's record for pitchRolen
ers of 16 Gold Gloves.
Center fielder Jim Edmonds won his fifth
straight Gold Glove and seventh overall.
third baseman Scott Rolen won his fifth in a
row and sixth overall, and catcher Mike
Matheny got the award for the second
straight year and third time overall.

AA

Los Angeles outfielder Steve Finley won
his fifth Gold Glove, his first since 2000,
and Dodgers shortstop Cesar Izturis was the
only first-time winner, taking over from the
Cardinals' Edgar Renteria.
Atlanta outfielder Andruw Jones won for
the seventh straight season. Colorado first
baseman Todd Helton won his third award
and Florida's Luis Castillo repeated at second base.
- Last year. Florida's Derrek Lee won at
first and San Francisco's Jose Cruz Jr. won
tu
in the outfield.
Greg Maddux won his 14th Gold Glove
Edmonds, Finley, Matheny and Rolen award Wednesday. Maddux
had won
each earned $50,000 bonuses, while Castillo 13 in a row, a record
among NL pitchand Helton earned $25.000 apiece.
ers, before Atlanta's Mike Hampton
Gold Gloves have been presented since replaced him in 2003. Back with the
1957 by Rawlings and are voted on by man- Chicago Cubs this year, Maddux
is
agers and coaches before the end of the reg- closing in on Jim Kaat's record for
ular season.
pitchers of 16 Gold Gloves.
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